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SECTION III,

CHEMISTRY METEOROLOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

PAPERS AND DISCUSSIONS.

"The Application of Electrolytis to the Detection of Mineral
Poisons," by CHARLES A. KOHN, Ph.D., B.Sc., Lecturer
on Organic Chemistry, University College, Liverpool.

ABSTRACT.

THE advances in electrolytic analysis during recent years have
had reference to quantitative methods only, and the value of
these latter for qualitative work has been to some extent over-
looked. These methods are of special value, and can be applied
with marked advantage to the detection of mineral poisons in
cases of medical and medico-legal inquiries. They do not

supersede the ordinary methods of qualitative analysis, but
serve as a final and crucial means of identification, and thus
render it possible to detect very small quantities of poisons with
great accuracy. Amongst the chief advantages are the freedom
from contamination with impure reagents and the fact that the
methods can be rendered approximately quantitative whenever
desired. The application of the methods to the detection of anti-
mony, mercury, lead, copper, and cadmium has been investigated.
In all cases it is possible to detect the presence of one ten-
thousandth part of a gramme of the metal with certainty or
one part in 150,000 parts of solution, this degree of delicacy
being considerably greater than it is possible to attain with the
ordinary methods employed. In presence of organic matter
the electrolytic methods can also be applied, the experiments
made on the detection of the above metals in urine having
shown very conspicuous advantages both in regard to accuracy
and certainty. 

The PRESIDENT of the Section (Dr. Thomas Stevenson) said tl~e ’ 
*

paper was highly practical and of great importance. He observed
present several experienced gentlemen, and he wuuld like to hear ’
their remarks upon it. 

}
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Sir CIIARLES C:L31EBON (Dublin) rose to express the very high
opinion he entertained as to the value uf the udcronetrical examina-
tion for poisons which the author of the paper had brought before
theni, and had explained in a clear and convineing st;yle. He (the
speaker) had very often to make a minute examination for metals in
various matters, and he had himself been quite dissatisfied with the
quantitative results arrived at by the colurimetrical methods. He
had never been quite satisfied that they %%-ere accurate. He thought
Dr. Kuhn had proved his process to be an accurate one, and he (the
speaker) should in the next examination lie had to make of water or
any other material for minute quantities of metals certainly give a
trial to what appeared to him an excellent method, it might be
considered that the paper was not one representative of the proceed-
ings of the Congress, but lre thought from an hist urical point of view
it had some reference to the question of public health. For example,
about :30U years age t here flourislied a monk, l3asil Valentine, who,
anxious to improve the condition of his brother monks, tried upon
them a substance lle had discovered; Jl0 doubt against the. wish of
Ins breth¡’en, and in fact lne dared say it expedited their funeral
obsequies by a considerable period of time. The substance whose

sanitary ejects Basil tried upon lris brother monks had ever since
been known as antimony, a corruption of ~Llltimoine. He (sir
Charles) believed it was Il0 more injurious to monks than tu other
exemplary societies, It was very desirable to determine minute

quantities of antimony in particular organs of the body, as in the
liver and kidneys, and iii toxological cases no one knew better than
the President, who had enormous experience in the determination of
nll kinds of poisons, that such a process as that described by 1B1 r.
]Bohn must possess a liinll degree of interest fur 1 he lexicologist. IIe

(8ir Charles) had listened with great pleasure to the admirable paper,
and lle was sure eYe!’}’ toxicologist would agree with him that at all
events their thanks were specially due to t he Doctor for having
brought before them these interesting demonstrations.

1B1 r. EDWARD D:11’I)JS, h,.C.S. (Liverpool), said that in listening to
the paper he was reminded of a mistake made forty years ago in
relying upon colorimetrieal tests. A sample of water was sent to be
analysed, and it was returned from the sulphuretted hydrogen test
as containing a, given quantity of lead. 2’lle reply was sent back
that that. was scarcely possible as the water only ran fur about
18 inches through a lead pipe. A large quantity of water was

evaporated, and though he was nut quite certain BB bother it was

electrically deposited on an iron wire he did know that copper was
tlle metal winch was present. 1£ they had only had 1)r. Kahn’s
method they could have done it more rapidly, and on applying it to
the original water have avoided falling intu error. The water in

question came from Alderley Edge, where it was known that the
sandstone was impregnated with copper compounds, and so the origin
of the copper was easily explained. Although for some time he bad
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used an apparatus similar to that described by Dr. Kohn in the

d -positing of still he W.1S very much indebted for the Doctor’s
details with regard to the deposition of the other metallic poisons.
He had great pleasure in seconding the vote of thanks to Dr.
Kohn.

Dr. ~r.rna;n ~1-Irr,r, (Birmingham) :;aid lle could endorse all that had
been said, and add his tribute of admiration to the ability and

experience displayed by the anther of the paper, and for the very
lucid manner in ,,’hid1 the results had been placed before them. The
paper was so tar new, as it went into the determination of minute

quantities of metals. No doubt many chemists had applied the
method in ordinary analysis, and he had made it a rule to determine
copper in solution in an apparatus precisely of that kind which was
most delicate and satisfactory. Dr. Kohn had, however, conferred a
great service upon them ia bringing the matter of minute quantities
before them.

The PItESIDEXT of the Section (Dr. Thomas Stevenson) was sure
all would L,.-ree in cordially endorsing the vote ot’ thanks to Dr. Kohn.
The paper had been to him one of extreme interest, because lie had
often to endeavour to detect minute quantities of poisons. The inform-
al ion afforded would be of additional interest in guarding the public
health, because it was often of importance to the physician and ot h&dquo;I’’’;
to be ahlu to ascertain the presence of minute quanti) ies of the various
sub-fauces in different tl-ticles of medicine, especially where only
small quantities have to be operated upon, and where great accuracy
was desired, it would also be of u,e to the sanitarians, for they had
heard witll interest how applicable tins method was to tlie detection
of poisonous met,lls in water, R;c. The paper he might state to the
uninitiated was of the greatest value to the expeit, because Dr. Kohn
had minutely described the exact conditions, the amount of elll’l&dquo;L~n1,
c~c., which yielded the most favourable results. This would be of
value to those engaged in these determiiations, and they all accorded
him their hearty thank::! for his interesting paper.

Dr. C. A. KOILN (Liverpool), in reply, said he was much obliged
for the vote of thanks. He confessed lie felt a little compunction in
bringing so technical a subject before the Congress. He was glad
that so many Of the speakers had recognised an old friend ill the

apparatus lle had described. A good many chemists had been ’i

frightened from the study of tlie electrolytic methods of analysis 011
account of the complexity of the apparatus, but in reality most use-
ful applications uf the methods could be made wirli most simple
apparatus. For without setting up electrolytic apparatus on a large
scale so as to carry on twenty determination at once, tlle little piece
of apparatus he had shown would do a good deal of work, and by a
little coiiibination could be extended to do two or three deter-
minations at once and thus effects a great saving of time. Two
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useful books, which he could recommend to any interested in the
work, were &dquo; Chemical Analysis by Means of Electrolysis&dquo; (Classen),
t rans1utt:d by l~erri~k, and &dquo; Electro Chemical AnalSsis,’’ by E. 1~’.
8mith.

On ~‘I~r~~romPtrical 7P~~~’y?<7~ f«ken i~a Cotton ~A7A<, alld t7~e7r

Reductions,&dquo; l) y W. ,Yo 31II)GI>E3’, F.I~.l~Ier.s«c.

THE ohservatiuns I have the honour of laying before you are
made in consequence of an inquiry as to the state of humidity
in cotton-spinning rooms about two years ago. In the absence
of any reliable information on the subject I was invited to
make some investigations. 31<>;t of the hygrometricat readings
were taken from December, 1892, to April, 1893, and con-
tinued as time permitted down to the present month, and
embrace examples of old, intermediate, and modern types of
nlilla. The proprietors gave me every facility for carrying out
the observations, and I have no doubt are anxiously looking
forward to the publication of the results by llr. Alderman

I)ohson, J.P. It would appear that the Royal Meteorological
Society has prompted your secretaries to get me to furnish
some particulars of the hygrometrieal conditions in cotton mills
to tllis Congress. These will be just typical seleetions of three
illilla out of the great number visited, and will cunl upon the
members with as much surprise as they did to those who
assumed that, with the well-known humidity of the cotton
districts of Lancashire, the humidity inside the mills would
be something like an approximation of that of the air outside ;
at ally- rate, the tables may be submitted as interesting original
research from their bearing upon Sanitary Scieiicc.
The instrument with which the observations were made was

one of the Society’s standard pattern of Mason’s hygrometer,
made by Mr. Casella, London. In every case the exposure was
made in the centre of the rooms at 4 f(!et ii inches from the
noor, and free from any draft of strapping, &c.
The to) lowing tables of readings, taken in a large modern

mill on December 26th, when the outside temperature was
:!l)o’8 and the relative humidity 87 per cent., give (a) the
temperature of the mill, <I) the temperature of evaporation,
(c) the relative humidity in the mill, and (d), in the fourth
column, the amount of humidity allowed by tllc ~° Cotton Cloth
Factories Act, 1889.&dquo;
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« B.&dquo;-Another mill, when the outside temperature was
23°’2 and the humidity 94 per cent.

&dquo; C.&dquo;-A similar mill, when the outside temperature was
61 ::>’G and the humidity 87 per cent.

&dquo; A &dquo; 

represents a modern mill in the winter months ; &dquo; B &dquo;
an old mill in mid-winter; and ‘~ C &dquo; an old mill during
summer time. In the latter table it will be seen the humidity
of the outside air was 7 per cent. drier than wlien &dquo; B &dquo;
observations were made, while the mean of that in the work-
rooms was more humid by 8’5 per cent. This seeming anomaly
is explained by the summer temperature being so much nearer
to the mill temperature, and therefore able to support a greater
weight of aqueous vapour. It should be remembered that air
at 32° can only sustain 2’1 grains of vapour per cubic foot at
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saturation point, whereas at a temperature of 90° it is capable
of holding 14’8 grains.

Mr. Marriott, F.R.Met.Soc., in his lecture on 11 Aloistui-e : its
determination and measurement,&dquo; published in the Journal of
The Sanitary Institute for July last, page 20~, referred to the
Cotton Cloth Factories Act, which in the interests of the work-
people fixes the maximum amount of moisture permitted in the
workrooms at temperatures varying from 35’ to 1 ÜOÚ. From
the fourth column of figures in tlle &dquo;A&dquo; mill it will be seen 

.

that the air in the rooms did not contain more than half the

legal maximum. I

The effect which such an atmosphere must have upon the
health of those who have to endure it from day to day is a
quest.ion I am not competent to give an opinion upon, but one
which I think might be discussed by the specialists present.
To a stranger to such conditions I can testify that it was very
trying, but I suppose that the workpeople have become some-
what acclimatized to it.

I may further add that some firms are trying to imhrove
matters by various forms of artificial humidifying apparatus,
some by evaporating troughs, and some by mechanically splitting
up the water into fine spray&horbar;the latter method, however, has
an imperfect effect, inasmuch as the distribution of vapour
throughout the room is very irregularly diffused ; besides the
workpeople are very jealous of any artificial moisture being
introduced. It seems to me that the Act of Parliament of
1889 might with advantage, alike to workmen and masters, be
supplemented by another fixing the minimum humidity for the
spinning industry. 

° 

. 

_ 

,

The PRESIDENT of t.he Section (Dr. Stevenson) said the paper was
an exceedingly interesting one, and he hoped some one would take
up the question. He himself did not feel competent to ;peak as to
the action of this excessive dryness upon the worl;people engaged in
the niills. It might be he had not special know ledge of the suhiect,
that the excessive dryness which Mr. Midgley had indicated was as
injurious as the action of excessive moisture in the air. He might 

’

mention to those u-ho did not understand the question of dryness
and moisture, that it was generally considered by sanitarians that if
there was (i5 to 75 per cent. of the total moisture which was possible
to exist in the air at a given temperature, there was the proper
amount of relative humidity. They now heard of as little as 30 per
cent. Perhaps someone would throw light on the question of
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the health of the persons who worked in these exceedingly dry
atmospheres.

Mr. G. J. SrmoNs (London) desired to express thanks for the

good work done by ~Ir. Midgley. Until he took up the matter
it was to be feared that the observations in cotton mills were made
in a very unsatisfactory way. He, however, investigated matters, and
some little time ago read a paper before the Royal Meteorological
Society, calling attention to the Act of Parliament dealing with the
subject and the slip-shod way in which the records were kept. The

paper lie now brought before them was one for which very good instru-
ments llcl been used, and lie gave results from three different rooms,
but one point was not clear-lle had assumed that everybody knew
the provisions of the Act of Parliament. He (~Ir. Symons) ventured,
subject to Mr. lB1idgle~r’s correction, to popularise the matter by
explaining what he believed to be the history of the legislation
referring to the subject. He understood that it was desirable in order
to spin etliciently that there should be a certain amount of moisture in
the room. It was stated that the workpeople in the mills sutfered
from the desire of the manufacturers to have a very high temperature
and considerable humidity, which was supposed to be unhealthy for
the workpeople. The Act was passed hv w hich a maximum limit was
put upon the amount of moisture which was to be present in the
mills at various degrees of air temperature. The present state of
the case he understood was that the result of accurate observations
made in these mills showed not that the air was too damp but that
it was too dry. Thus they came to the curious contradiction which
showed how diflicult it was to interfere in these matters. It seemed
to him that the masters and operatives might just as well have been
left to regulate matters for themselves and that legislative interference
in the matter, as in many others, was vicious and, if they could judge
from the figures given, entirely in the wrong direction. 1-Ie was,
however, not competent to deal with the matter, but had offered a
few remarks which he hoped would be corrected if erroneous.

Dr. MUIR (Liverpool) took it that after all the object of legislation
was to safeguard in some way the health of the people who worked
in mills, and his object in rinsing was nut to contribute to the dis-
cussion but to ask from the medical puint of view whether Mr.
Midgley could give any information as to the effect of different
humidities upon the health of the workpeople. The scientific aspect
of the question was great, but to ltis mind from a sanitary point of
view the health of the worhpeople was still more important. If
there could be well-founded observations as to the technical defects
of the different degrees of humidity, that might be a sub ect to guide
them in future legislation of the matter.

Dr. CAMPDELL BROWN (Liverpool) rose to ask a question which
he said might at first sight appear to have nothing to do with
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thc subject of the paper. Recognising first the fact that life
was supported by a process of combustion-that life. mainly was
combustion, the temperature and moisture in the atmosphere of
the mills in the different parts of the world should have great effect,

upon the health and upon that particular process of combustion
that constituted animal life. There was another kind of com-

bustion that often took place in cotton mills, cotton waste fre-

quently took fire. Everyone who had worked in connection with
insurance offices knew how desirable it was to know more than
we do about the conditions under which cotton waste would take
fire, and those conditions were connected with temperature and
moisture. He asked .1B1r. Midglcy whether his attention had at

all been directed to the effects of temperature and moist me in
mills upon spontaneous combustion, or the tendency to spontaneous
combustion among cotton waste&dquo;? If he had, such investigations
would be extremely valuable to mill owners, to people whose lives
were spent in mills, to insurance oflicl’s, and, of course, indirectly
to the public generally. The danger of loss of life by fire brings
this aspect of the subject within the purview of The Sanitary
Institute. 

,

Sir FnANCIS POWFLL said he did not speak as an expert either in a
chemical sense or as a manufacturer. As regarded the precise figures
in the Cotton Factories Ac;t, lie might say lie had met a gentleman
who was responsible for them, Sir Henry Roscoe, who was greatly
trusted in the House of Commons when any subject of a chemical
character was introduced. He was placed in the Committee to wbich
the Cotton Cloth Factories Bill was refer red, and he (Sir Francis)
had no doubt that the statistics as appearing in the Bill, if not

suggested by him, were in accord with his accurate and well-informed
judgment. He (the- speaker) felt great surprise on hearing the
remarks made as to the want of humidity in cotton factories. In
matters of that kind every information stimulated thought. He
believed the fact was that in many textile industries there had been
great complaint made by the workpeople as to the excessive moisture.
That certaiuly was the ca.e in the linen factories of Be]fast, which he
had the honour of visiting in former years. There, no doubt, the
hands had sun’ered in years gone by from excessive humidity. The
same difficulty had certainly arisen iu some of the factories in Lanca-
sllire. The floors in many cases were old, and had not only been
moist but even wet, and the whole atmosphere had appeared to the
visitor highly charged with moisture. He believed there were many
processes in the textile manufactures where moisture was necessary.
lIe was told that in the great manufacturing town which had sprung
up in the course of a few years&horbar;Netson, in Lancashire&horbar;the humid
character of the atmosphere was the reason why that enormous

development of industry on those hillsides had occurred. In a walks
un a damp close day in the autumn with a manufacturer, the latter
said &dquo; This is a glorious day for us ; there never was a finer day for
cap-spinning since the world began.&dquo; That was a homely illustration
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of the manufacturer’s desire to have humidity, and he thought that
any feeling on the part of the workpeople in favour of undue dryness
mi_rht be another illustration of that reaction against the saying that a
little knowledge was a dangerous thin~. He felt that the paper must,
cause further inquiries and lead probably to further results. In the
course of the last Session of Parliament he heard doubt expressed
cancerning the figures mentioned in the Cotton Factories Bill, and he
was sure after what had taken place that day that more careful inves-
tigations must be made and further experiments tried, so that the
reading of the paper would lead to valuable results.

Dr. F. E. ADAMS (Medical Officer of Health, Bolton) said he took
an interest in the paper, if for no other reason than that the obser-
vations were taken in a community of which he had charge. Dr.
:lB1uir had asked for some information as to the effect of life in
factories upon the health of the various Lancashire towns. I-Ie could

only answer that question in a general way by stating that in l3ulton
at any rate the effect upon the pulmonary apparatus was very
deleterious indeed. Not many weeks ago it was his dut3- to ascer-
tain the precise mortality from various pulmonary complaints in the
thirty-three great towns of England dealt with by the Registrar-
General in his returns. The proportions of deaths from bronchitis
per 10,000 of tlle population was 33 at Bolton and 37 at Liverpool.
These two towns were, in this respect, the worst in the kingdom fur
1~93. He was much surprised to find from the authur’s able paper
that such a low degree of humidity was reached in the factories
described by him. He always thought the opposite condition of

things prevailed. Medical men, however, would tell them that
which ever condition prei~alled-ztii excessive moisture or an extreme
lack of moisture-the effect upon the process of transpiration ill the

lungs would be pretty much the same. The presence of an undue

degree of moisture on the one hand, or of an extreme degree of
dryness on the other, would so Influence the lining membrane of the
air passages that transpiration would be impeded, and a tendency to
disease would be developed.

Sir FRANCIS PowELL asked whether, owing to the fineness of the
cloth spun, the temperature in the mills at Bolton was not higher
than in other manufacturing towns.

Dr. ADAMS said he feared he could not answer that question, and
he might mention in connection with his inability to do so that the
supervision of the sanitation of factories had by recent legislation
been withdrawn from the Medical Officer of Health and placed
under the Factory Inspector.

3J r. W. E. PLUMPER (Liverpool) said hP was sure Mr. Midgley would
not take it as an offence if he asked him whether he was quite sure that
the method by which he had determined the moisture in the atmo-
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sphere was absolutely accurate and satisfactory to him. As a

meteorologist he knew that. there were several processes and met,hods
by which that decree of moisture was determined, but he could not
say that he found them always absolutely coincident. None knew
better than 1Bír. Symons that there existed various tables by which
the relative humidity could be computed, but he did not think they
all agreed, and possibly Sir Henry Roscoe might have used different
tal)les to those employed by 3Ir. MIdgley, and that this led in some
measure to the unsatisfactory result-it’ it were such; he did not
know it was&horbar;and produced t he curious result shown. In Liverpool
and Birkenhead, which adjoined, they had two communities which
had very different death-rates, and they had a means of comparing
the relative death-rates for some years back. They had in those
two places populations engaged in nearly the same pursuits, and
therefore they might anticipate that the climate in each case would
have the same e ect on the death-rate. As a matter ot’fact, inquiries
going on at Bidston Observatory showed that that was not so. The
death-rate in l3irl:unhrad and in Liverpool dinered very largely.
Taking it throughout the year the relative death-rates were 21. and

27, or a diu’erence of 6 per 1,O(}(} between the two places. Of
course it was a very easy thing to ascribe that difference to the
lInllt’althinpss of Liverpool, to the great density of pOJ1ulation-
stated, as he had heard, to he as high as 115 to the acre. The point
was this- and it was an answer to Dr. 3Iiiii-that the amount of

humidity was seen to affect the two towns in an absolutely ditierent
manner. It would be ioiiiid that as the humidity in the tw o towns
increased so the two death-rates approached, and that as the atmos-
pllru got drier so thev divergud. The fact remained that at
l3irlcunhead and Liverpool, situated as they were near to one another,
at, about the same height above the level of the sea, and with popu-
latimw engaged in practically the same pursuits, an increase of
humidity ~, would increase the death-rate in the one town and
diminish it in the otller. ’

DIr. W. WIVG1.ET (Bolton) said he was pleased with the manner
in which the short paper hu introduced had been discussed. 3Ir.

83-iiioiis was wishful to know why the conditions prevailing in Bolton
were not as reasonable a ground for interference, as the condition
that prevailed in some other of the occupations in the cotton industry
that necessitated the passing of the Cotton Cloth Factories Act. Let
him dispossess their minds at once of any point of comparison
between cotton spinning and those cotton industries in which it was
necessary to fix the maximum of moisture. He quite approved that .
a maximum should be fixed for the cotton weaving industries. There
the main object of the manufacturer in order to produce a good cloth
was to haw the atmosphere of the mill and of the weaving sheds as
damp as possible, or the warp of the cloth would fray by friction,
and therefore moisture np to a point recognised by the Act of 18SU
improved the condition. In the cotton spinning industry-an
industry he had particularly in his mind when making these observa-
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tions-tllere were few instances where art ificial humidity was in

;<j~irij<>, The humidities of the cotton wearing industry were purely
artilicial and obtained, some hy meclianical processes he had not

described, and some by the barlJal&dquo;Ous process of injecting steam into
the roums-a very disagreeable process for the workpeople. Another

way was to wet the floors and allow the moisture to naturally en1po-
rate. But in the cotton spinning industry there were very few mills
indeed %%,here artitieial humidity wuy rmortml to. They would O!Jsl’I’ve
that the very dry readings were taken during the cold of winter&horbar;in
December and January, 1892&horbar;t)~; and at that time the temperature
of t h outside air would not sustain more than 1’8 grain of aqueous
vapour per cubic foot. That was to say the air on entering the room
of the mill only had 1’8 grain of water per cubic foot. 133- the tem-
pe raturu of the mill that air was expanded but the vapour was not
increased, so that though the relative humidit3- of the air when
admitted into the mill might be 9U or 96 per cent., when they got it
expanded by heat the relative humidity was reduced by something
like OU per cent. That was the case chiefly in winter time. The

dry conditions prevailing in cotton mills should be met by natural
evaporation, to make up the humidity to something like iiO or 55 per
i~eiit. Where the relative humidity was kept at 52 or 5s per et-tit.,
and the temperature at ~3U&dquo; or s2° the wurkpeople looked hveher,
and as could be demonstrated by a microscope the yarn was stronger,
and in every respect the conditions were much more satisfactory
than w here the rooms were so very dry.

The PRESIDENT of the Section (Dr. T. Stevenson) in summing up
the discussion, said he hoped that what Mr. Midgley had said would
stimulate future research. lIe himself was very much interested in
what Dr. Adams said about> the eilect of excessive dryness and
excessive moisture on the lungs being the same. He recollected an
observation he made a good many years ago. They all knew that
it’gas was burnt in an excessive quantity, people said that a room got
hot and caused distress. He had occasion to make some observations
on the temperature and humidity of ruoms in which a quantity of gas
was burned, and to his surprise he found in the upper parts of the
room where there was a high temperature a very high degree of

thit was to say the relative humidity was small. -lie begged
on behalf of the section to offer Mr. Midgley their hearty thanks for
his extremely valuable paper.

~ 

, 
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On &dquo; The Health, o f the TVorkmen in Chemical Factories,&dquo; b,t/
A. E. FLETCHER, F.I.C., F.C.fi., Tl.’,BI. Cliief Inslector

. under the Alkali, Works Regulation Act.

UNDER the complex system of life and the civilisation of
which we often boast, whereby our many wants are supplied
with wondrous regularity, and even the wants themselves

suggested, are we sure that there is not a deep countervailing
shadow of real wants which are never supplied, and of t.oil that
is but ill requited, existing in the background, hidden from our
view ’? If mechanical and chemical processes have combined
to produce results which surpass even the wishes of a century
ago, is it certain that tlle cost in human life and labour is
known as well as tll result ’?
These thoughts are suggested bv the title of my paper,

tlle more so as recently public attention has been called to the
dangers to health to which some of the operatives in chemical
works are exposed.

It has been said that &dquo; in all labour there is profit&dquo;; it is
also true that with labour tllere often is danger. Some occupa-
tions are doubtless more dangerous or Injurious than others.
A list of tlle dangerous ones would perhaps vary according to
the habits and temperament of him who makes it. The perils
witli which we are made familiar by dailv contact lose their

terror, while tllose which are strange to us stand out in.

exaggerated outline. *
Perhaps my own position may be considered as one qualifying

ine to treat with the subject without bias on either side, having
as one of 11.~l. Inspecturs during :30 years been brought into
close contact with many classes of cliemical works, yet not
made so intimately familiar with any one as to lose all sense
of tlle dangers that may attend it.

Tlle following is a schedule of the principal chemical manu-
factures with a statement of the source from which danger or
l11COnVenlence may arise :- 

C) 

-
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This list cannot contain the names of all chemical manu-
factures from which danger mav arise, either from the product
itself or a bye-produd, but it contains the principal ones,
those winch from their commercial importance are best known.
The dangers connected with many of these trades is so well
known and acknowledged that much effort has been made to
mitigate them, and in many cases legislative action has been
taken to control them, so as to protect the workers and also the
general public. The result of the manufacture is in many cases
so important or even indispensable to the welfare of the com-

munity that there has been no wish to impede its development,
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but the legislature has insisted that tlle best practicable means
sllall be adopted in carrying it on, so that tlle least possible
inconvenience should be experienced from it.

EXPLOSIVES.

From time to time special Acts of Parliament have been

passed fur the protection of workers in dangerous trades.
Prominent among these have been the Explosives Acts, which
control the operation and general arrangement for the manu-
facture of gunpowder and other explosive compounds. The
Acts are carried out by al inspector aud assistant inspectors,
whose duty it is to visit tll factories from time to time and
insist on the observance of the rules laid down. These deal
with the nature of the clothing worn by the operatives, their
hours of labour, the position and construction of the buildings,
their Isolation, the number of operatives employed in l,:tch, and
ill general the control of every detail of the work so as to afford
the greatest protection to these engaged in it. Unfortunately
even in so dangerous an employment as the manufacture of
explosives familiarity brings about disregard of the danger, and
the operatives may become careless and neglect to observe the
regulations laid down for their protection. From time to time
lamentabte accidents have occurred. Unfortunately, the wit-
nesses of the calamity are generally tlle victims, and no

opportunity is given fur ascertaining the causes.

MiNES.

To protect the workers in mines several Acts of Parliament
have been framed. These arc enforced by inspectors stationed
throughout the country. They regulate the construction of
the mines, their B-l’IItIIat11~11, the use of lamps, etc., and investi-
gate every complaint of circumstances llketyto conflict with the
safety of the miner.
A series of Factories Acts dealing with nearly every form of

concerted labour lias been framed with a view to the protection
of the workers in every detail of their employment. The age
of children and the hours of their labour are regulated, the
ventilation of workplaces, the fencing of machinery and dan-
gerous places are provided for, and tlle observance of the
rules laid down is enforced by a staff of inspectors under a
chief Inspector appointed by the Home Office. In these opera-
tions tllc operatives arc exposed to mechanical dangers inherent
to tlle work iu hand. Some Industries are rendered injurious
in conseuuencc of tlle character of the materials dealt with.
Under the Factories Acts special regulations have been

. 
, 
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framed with regard to the conduct of white-lead works, phos-
phorus match works, and bichrome works.

.. ALKALI, &c., WORKS ACT.
The regulation of the more strictly chemical trades, those

from which noxious gases may be discharged, comes under the
Alkali, &c., Works Regulation Act. This, originally designed
to prevent the escape of hydrochloric acid, in the initial steps of
the Lc~blanc process for the manufacture of soda has been
extended so as to include most of those processes of manufacture
from which the noxious gases, given on the foregoing list,
may be discharged. 

&dquo; ’ ’

ALKALI WORKS. 
’

The gases which escape into the air of a Leblanc soda works
and are injurious to the workers, ,ire, hydrochloric acid,
sulpllurous and sulphuric aeid, and chlorine. Although the 

I

amount of these gases which escape under the restrictions now

imposed is not sufficient to be perceived outside the works, yet
the workers are more or less exposed to them. With tile

exception of chlorine, the effect of the gases named is not
harmf ul, when nut present in excessive Quantity, and men
exposed to tlleir action for many years enjoy good health.
A strong staff of inspectors under the Local Government
Board, each in his own district, pay frequent visits to these
works. Using suitable apparatus they witiidraw from the flues
and chimneys portions of the gases passing away into the

atmosphere and by analysis ascertain the amount of acid or
other noxious matter contained in it. Heavy penalties are

exacted when any is detected in excess of the narrow limits
which have been laid down.

BLEACHING POWDER.

The actiun of chlorine is in a liigh degree irritating to
the lungs and special precautions are taken by those who are
exposed to it. The men employed in packing bleaching powder
have to remain for a time in an atmosphere highly charged with
it. For tilcir protection they wear a respirator composed of
several folds of moistened flannel. This kept clean by frequent
rinsing in water has been found more effectual than other

lighter forms of respiratorwhich have been proposed. ’BIechanical
’ 

contrivances fur superseding the bleaching powder chamber have
been proposed but none have hitherto been found successful,
though now that dilute chlorine is likely to be very extensivelv
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used, it is possible that such an apparatus may be adopted, an
improvement mucli to be desired, though even then the packing
of strong bleaching powder will he an unpleasant operation.
The packing of bleaching powder is doubtless the most hurtful
of any operation in an alkali work, but. several of these packers
may be seen who have been so employed for mure than twenty
years and who still enjoy good health. These are always steady
men, frequently total abstainers. In a large number of alkali
works, however, the Deacon chlorine process has been adopted
and has made the necessity of entering the chambers for the
purpose of packing or turning over the powder unnecessary.

Recently some visitors to alkali works, unused to acid gases
and the glare of furnaces, have written for the newspapers
sensational articles on the unhealthy condition of the opera-
tives, asserting that they are exposed to a destructive demand
on their energies, so much so that their health is speedily
undermined and life much shortened. According to my
experience, and I have had unusual opportunities for obser-
vation during the last thirty years, this is an exaggerated
statement, and the following statistics, which relate to some
of the principal works, (to not bear out the allegation. The
exposure to the heat of furnaces cannot be called excessive, it
is not nearly so groat as in iron and glass works : the moderate
and occasional exposure to acid gases is not seriously Injurious
to general llcaltll, but indeed may act beneficially as a tonic.
The unnecessary extent to which the men expose themselves

to acid gases is often a matter of surprise. On filling the
wheclbarrows and removing the hot snltcal:e from the furnaces
to the store, some add gas is usually thrown off. To prevent
this it is the rule to sprinkle some of the cold material on the
hot, as tllis has tlle effect of at once staving the discharge of
gas. So simple a precaution as tllis is however often neglected,
and rather than lift a shovelful of cold saltcul:e from the floor
and scatter it on tlle load to bc removed, the men may often be
seen wheeling away a hot charge, surrounded by tlle acid
fumes which might tlius have been casily checked. This
incident is mentioned here with a view to show the necessity of
concerted action on the part of both masters and men in

introducing improvements in the conduct of the works.

CAUSTIC SODA.

The caustic soda department of an alkali work is one

demanding care on the part of the workers. In tile process of
manufacture the material is fused in large open iron pans and
raised to a temperature exceeding that of melted lead. It is
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manipulated by means of long-handled iron ladles. Accident
have occurred here in two ways, burns may be caused by a
splash from the molten caustic, and still worse, men have in
sone cases been known to fall intu the pans. These sad events
have been of very rare occurrence and due usually to want of
care, sometimes perhaps to drunkenness. In order to render it
in future imhossihle that men should fall into the pans, a rule is
now enforced to the effect that the upper edges of all such

boiling-down pans must be at least three feet above the sur-

rounding ground or gangways, and that a clear passage be
maintained around them. Formerly the pans were sometimes
set so close together as to leave no room between them for a
passage, thus making it necessarv in passing across the row
to step over the narrow ledge of brickwork winch separated
the pans. In this dangerous position a false step might lead
to a sudden accident. Now this danger is removed by the
maintenance of a clear foutway round each pan three feet
below the upper edge.

Another danger to which workers in the caustic sheds are
exposed is that of receiving a splash of the liquor on the person
or inthe eye. The best means of preventing Injury from such
a source is the Immediate application of water, and to this end
it is the’ rule to keep a supply at hand and a syringe charged
with water within reach, so that in the rare event of a splash
reaching the eye a rapid duuclle may remove all cause of Injury.

CHLORATE OF POTASH.

One of ,the products of the all;ali manufacture is chlorate of
hotnsh. In grinding this salt the dust falling on combustible
matter, such as timber, clothing, &c., renders them dangerous
in case of the application of fire. Minute special rules for the
protection of the operatives have therefore been adopted and
are enforced by tll inspectors under the Factories Acts.

GRINDING.

Again in the grinding department of the alkali works the
atmosphere is injurious to those exposed to it, in tlle same way
that all suffer who breathe air laden with dust. In this case
the dust is carbonate of soda: it is not so injnrious as a less
soluble material. The workmen may in a great measure pro-
tect themselves by a handkerchief drawn over the face.

NITROUS GAS.

Besicle the foregoing, which are the dangerous parts of
soda works, it must be noted that the times when sulphuric
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acid chambers, Gav-Lus~ac and Glover towers, acid tanks, &(’.,
have to be entered for the purpose of cleansing or repairs, there
is danger from the inhaling of nitrous gas. An accident of
this nature unfortunately has occurred at a chemical factory
hear London during the month of August last. Two workmen
engaged in repacking a Gay-Lussnc tower encountered some
nitrous gas, which produced, after the lapse of two or

tllree hours, sickness and, in the case of one of the men, subse-
eluent deat.h. Such an occurrence is, however, extremely rare ;
on inquiry I have not been able to hear of any otherusimilar
case. The presence of poisonous compounds of nitrogen has,
however, been experienced under other conditions, as where
nitric acid has fallen on carbonaceous matter in connned places.
Such dangers have usually been successfully avoided by means
of the free ventilation of such chambers, tanks, or towers
when they have to be entered. Where it is necessary suddenly
to enter for a short time places known to contain poisonous
gases, respirators containing suitable absorbents may be used,
and such appliances are now usually kept ready in chemical
works. 

’ ’

In thus enumerating the various dangers which may be met
with in chemical works, it must not be thought that they are
of constant occurrence ; as well might a description of a horse
and carriage accident deter prudent people from walking in the
streets of our towns. Each vocation in life and each occupa-
tion may be said to be beset by its own special danger. From
this the chemical manufactories are not exempt. 

’

- BiCHROME WORKS.

The workers in the factories for the production of the bi-
chromates of soda and potash are liable to a special injury
arising from the dust of the dry material. It has a corrosive
action on tlle flesll, and though it cannot injure the healthy
skin of hands and face, yet it attacks any place where the skin
is broken, causing a sloughing sore, and when taken into the
llustrils is absorbed into the membrane and lining of the

passages, causing local Injury. At such works the men engaged
in those portions of tlle process where dust is unavoidable
should guard themselves by plugging tll nostrils with cotton
wool or by wearing a suitable respirator. A careful attention
to cleanliness and frequent washing of exposed parts will pre-
vent all action on tllc skin or sore places.

SULPHUR RECOVERY.

In connection with alkali works a process llas la1l’ly been
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introduced for the recovery of sulphur from the tank waste.
The sulphur is liberated in the form of sulphuretted hydrogen,
a gas well known to he highly offensive and poisonous. This gas
is produced in enormous quantities, so much so that in one of
the largest of the alkali works no less than five million cubic feet
is generatecl in tlle twenty-four hours, but so effectual are the
means employed for dealing with it and extracting the sulphur
that no accident lias at any time occurred to any of the work-

people, nor Indeed can the smell of tllis gas be perceived in the
factory.

SULPHATE OF A3IIIONI,X,

Tll same gas is liberated in the manufacture of sulphate
of ammonia, a process carried on at most of the gas works

throughout the kingdom. It may now be said that the methods
employed for the retention of the sulphuretted hydrogen are so
complete that the operators engaged with it receive no injury
from its escape, nor is there any passing into the atmosphere so
as to cause annoyance in the neighbourhood. It is the more

interesting to notice this and tllc large amount of valuable
material yearly produced from the liquor of the gas works, since
but a few years ago it was thought Impossible to deal with tllis
material without causing nuisance, and much uf it was wasted
in consequence.

TAR WORKS. 
’

The tar works have recently come under tll inspect.ion pru-
vided by tlle Alkali Act. Here there are two prominent sources
of noxious gas which operate Injuriousiy on the workpeopte em-
ployed and on the neighbourhood of the works. These are
the uneondense(l gases which escape from the end of the still
worms and from tlle hot pitch when discharged from the
tar stills. Means are now taken for effectually preventing
the escape of these gases, either by absorbing them in suitable

liquids, by passing them through oxide of iroll, or lime, or bv
their destruction by fire. O11 returning to sollle of these works
after the necessary alterations have been made at the instance
of the Inspector so that these gases may be prevented from
contaminating the atmosphere, I have been met with thc
thanks of the workpeople, who have declared that the factory
was quite another place to work in now tllat tlle improvements
referred to had been adopted.
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’ 

FELT WORKS.

Allied to the tar works are those for the manufacture of

roofing felt. Many of these are found in Belfast. The felt
formed into a continuous shect is made to pass between rollers

through a tank of hut gas tar from which a volume of tar

vapour continually rises. As this takes place in closed apart-
ments in which many operatives, both men and women, are
employed it is very necessary that tlle gases should be con-
dense« as otherwise the atmosphere is rendered highly injurious
and offensive. Efforts are now made to accomplish tlis and
some success has been met with, but the conditions of the pro-
blem render it difficult of solution. The danger of increasing
the liability to take fire, adds greatly to the obstacles in the way
of success. On behalf of the people employed in tllis trade,
however, it is necessary that Increasing efforts be made to

improve tlie atmosphere of thcse places.

- 1Y BITE-LEAD. ,

Among the processes of chemical manufacture which are

Injurious to the operatives employed, must be mentioned that
for the production of white-lead. Tlie old Dutch method
wherein metallic lead is exposed for a lengthened period to the
action of acetic acid in a bed of heating tau is still tlle process
in general use. This involves a continued handling by tlle
workers of both tlle metallic lead and the carbonate or ,,&dquo;hite-
lead. Whether lead is absorbed by the skin is still an undecided
question. I am inclined to think that the absorption into the
system is by means of the stomach. All those who handle
metallic lead or compounds containing lead appear to be liable
to lead poisoning. Among these may be enumerated workers
in factories for the production of white-lead or lead-colours, or
those who handle those materials subsequently, as painters and
others, those engagell in lead works for the production of lead
pipes or slieet lead, workers in lead mines where the carbonate
is met with, lead smelters, plumbers, painters, type founders
and type setters, enamellers, pottery glaziers. In all these
cases, the hands soiled by contact with the poisonous material
occasionally convey it to the lips. The dust also is taken in

by month or nostril and thus may reach the stomach. Tlle
effects of this insiciious poison are the more to be dreaded
because they are cumulative, the body does not appear to

throw off the poison though taken in small doses, nor does
it ever acquire immunity from its action, but the small
accessions seem to be stored up until tlle symptoms of lead
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poisoning are apparent. So mal&dquo;l&oelig;dly is this the case that
an instance is on recent where lcad poisoning was brought on
by the use of snuff coloured with chromate of lead. It there-
fore behoves those who handle lead or its compounds to practise
the greatest bodily cleanliness, to avoid bringing the hand
while soiled into contact with the mouth or nostrils, and if

exposed to dust containing a compound of lead to keep it, by
the use of an efficicut respirator, from entering the air passages.
Careful rules have been framed and are enforced under the
Factories Acts, for the regulation of white-lead works, such
as change of clothing &c., but perhaps the most important of
these is that for providing the means of washing the hands
and face of the operatives on leaving work, and for strictly
preventing the partaking of meals in the workroom.

PHOSPHORUS MATCHES. 
,

Another trade which must be elassed as noxious to the opera-
tives engaged In it is tlic phosphorus match manufacture. In
this there are twu forms of phosphorus used, namely, the common
or yellow form and the amorphorus or red form. It is the for-
mer only that is noxious. Here again there is 11o evidence that
the poisonous iiifltieiice is transmitted by absorption through
the skin, but it is well known that it may enter the system
through the mouth. The particulars of this trade manufacture
have recently been the subject of special inquiry by a committee,
under the Factories Acts, and remedial measures have been

adopted. They are, the avoidance of the vapour of phosphorus
in the factories by the separation of the drying stoves from the
other working rooms, and the more rapid extinction of the
matcllcs which are continually igniting in the packing ruolns.
Also as in tlle case of the lead works, all proprietors of match
works are compelled to provide washing appliances and the

workpeople are enjoined to use them on leaving work. They
also are strictly furbidden to partake of meals In the work-
rooms. As much notice lls of late been taken of the disease

resulting from the absorption of phosphorus into the system, I
have made many attempts to ascertain to what extent it

prevails, and am glad to say that I have failed to discover more
than three cases which Ilave occurred in tlle United Kingdom
during tlle last two years. I have seen only one of these, but
I have lleard of the uther two. There seems to be good ground
for belief that a strict observance of cleanliness on tllc part of the
operatives, chiefly girls, would prevent the disease altogether.
No doubt some individuals are mure liable to be attacked
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by the phosphorus than are others ; tliose who are found t.o

be thus susceptible should cease to expose themselves to it
when the earliest symptoms appear.

CHEMICAL MANURES.

A very great improvement in the condition of the operatives
has iateij-I>wen effected in chemical manure works where the
manufacture of superphosphate is carried on. The process
followed is that of mixing finely grol1lHI mineral phosphate of
lime with sulphuric acid. The mixture heats and a rapid dis-
charge of a most irritating gas. containing compounds of

fluurinc, takes place. Until lately tlii5 mixing was carried on in
open tubs or vats. The men protected themselves as well as

they could with cloths tied round their faces and by standing
on the windward side of the vat. Since, however, this opera-
tion has come under the inspection provided by the Alkali Act,
all this has been changed. The mixing is now always done in a
closed vessel in whicli is a mechanical stirrer. From tl~is the
seml-nuid material is discharged into a receptacle below, while
the acid gas discharged from It is led by suitable pipes to a

wash-tower, where, bv prolonged contact with water and wet
surfaces, the acid is taken out uf it. The residual air escapes
through the chimney of the factory. In cases where other and
more offensive materials are used in the mixture, sucli as blood,
fisli offal, ~~c., the residual air is passed through a fire before

being discharged into the atmosphere. The relief which these

changes have brought about tu the workpeople employed in
these factories is (Treat, and I have often heard the remark
made by some of them, &dquo;it’s a different place now compared
with wliat it was.&dquo;

In some of these superphosphate works there is much dust in
the milling department, where the mineral pliospliate is ground,
and when the tine powder is transferred to the mixer, but the
use of ventilating fans and the adoption of such obvious pre-
cautions as should be tal;en are removing the evil.

FIBRE SEPARATION.

For the purpose of utilising woollen rags a large Industry has
of late years grown up. The rags are so treated as to separate
the fibres and to prepare the wool clean and soft, almost il its

primary condition, to be re-spun and woven into new· cloth.
As, however, many of the rags are portions of garments winch
have been sewn with cotton thread and may have portions of
cotton fabrics attachl’d to them, it. is necessary that tliis vege-
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table fibre shonlcl he removed hefore the wool is devilled and
carded. In order to effect this the mixed rags are exposed for
several hours to dry hydrochloric gas at a «lightly elevated
temperature. Tllis has the effect of charring the cotton with-
Ollt Injuring tlie wool so tllt now by’ heating and shaking, the
cotton separates as a dry powder. Tlle action of tliese pro-
cesses on the worklK’ople was Injurious in two ways. They
were exposed to the hydrochloric gas when the rag chambers
were opened and to the dust of the pulverised cotton
in subsequently dealing with the carbonised rags. Now,
however, that this industry lias been included among those
which come under the Alkali Act, means have been adopted
for draughting off and condensing the residual hydrochloric gas
and both tlie men and the machinery in adjacent mills are
relieved from its injurious action. As for the dust of tllc
carbonised cotton, that may be kept from escaping into the
air by enclosing tlle beating apparatus and maintaining an
inwa1&dquo;(1 draught by means of a fan. This is another Instance
where a siuall amount of Government inspection lias acted
most beneficially un behalf of tlle workpeople.

ARSENIC.

The white arsenic of commerce is prepared from arsenical
ores of copper and till, found principally in Cornwall. These
ores are sulphurets of tlle contained metals. On roasting, the
sulphur comes away as sulphurous acid gas, and the arsenic as

arsenious acid. To arrest the arsenious acid, thc mixed gases,
with products of combustion from the furnace, are led through
a succession of culverts and settling chambers, in which the
arsenic collects while the permanent gases pass on to the

chimney. Although by this means nearly the whole of the
arsenic is retained, yet some of it escapes into tho air, and
descends from the chimney-top aa a slight shower, resembling
snow if colour only is considered.
There lias been some difficulty in dealing with this matter.

If tlle mixed gases and smoke were brought to a wash tower
with the object of removing the particles of arsenic by a shuwer
of water two evils were brought iu. Tll draught of the
furnace was stopped by cooling the smoke before its ascent of
the chimney, and secondly the arsenic, if removed by water,
would find its way into tlle streams of the district, carrying a
poison witll it. A remedy has, however, been found in the
use of dr3- filturs, formed of bruslwood, iron wire, or other open
material. If these are sufliciently large they do not illjuriousl3’
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impede the draught and they retain the whole of the arsenic.
They require frequent renewal or cleaning.
The operatives generally in the arsenic works do not appear

to suffer from any special form of disease. Tllose who at

times are most exposed to the poison noating as fiuc dust in
the air, as when engaged in removing it from the flues and

collecting chambers, or when atten(ling the grinding mill and
packing it into casks, take special precautions against Inhaling
it. They usually plug the ears and nostrils with cotton wool
and wear a cloth or wet sponge over the montll. This, with
strict attention to cleanliness, they find to protect them effec-
tually against injury. Doubtless it is safer to work in contact
with arsenic than with lead. The bodv seems able to accom-
modate itself to the continued absorption of small quantities of
arsenic, while the effect of lead is cumulative and causes poison-
ing sooner or later. I have frequently conversed with men
who for twenty-five years have been employed in arsenic

works, some of them in the grinding mill, where a constant
dust prevails, yet they are hale and hearty-evidently not
injured by contact with the poison.

Reference has now been made to tlle principal chemical
manufactures of the kingdom an4 the sources from which gases
are liable to be discharged, which may act Injuriously uii

the operatives, have been indicated. It llas also been pointed
out tllat all tllese gases have been the subject of careful study,
and that means have been adopted for preventing or mitigating
the injurious action to be feared from them. But it cannot be
said tllat chemical works are places to be chosen for comfort
and repose, or that labour there lias been freed from the
measure of dirt tl11lr toil that elsewhere accompany it. The

following statistics will show, however, that tlle amount of wear
of health and life in them compares favourably with tlla,t ill
other occupations.
Through the courtesy of tlle directors of the United Alkali

Company I am enabled to print the following tables. They
show the number of operatives in the alkali works of vVidnes,
Lancashire, which is the most important of tlle alkali making
districts; the number of men employed in the various depart-
ments of the manufacture, tlle number of hours of labour, the
rates of wages paid, and the relative mortality.

Although tlle smoke of ividncs, arising from the combustion
of one million tons of sulphurous coal annually, and tlle liabits
of the poorer portion of tlle population, combine to render tlle
lower parts of the town unfavuurable to tlle health of the
children, yet the general mortality of the place compares favour-
ably with tllat of other manufacturing towns in Lancashire.
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, Through the kindness of Mr. Alexander M. Chance I am also
. enabled to give tables of the vital statistics of those employed in

the works of the Oldbury Alkali Company. Here also it will
be seen that the death-rate is low ; even among those whose
ages lie between 457 and 65 it does not exceed 20’7.

. 

. THE OLDBURY ALKALI COMPANY, LIMITED.

TA13LE VIII.

VITAL STATISTICS OF MEN EMPLOYED.

* These averages are believed to be reliable, but can only be definitely
ascertained for 1892 and 18V:J.

TABLE IX.

CAUSES OF AND AGES AT DEATH DURING 1888-~2.
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TABLE XI.

NUMBER OF ~IE~ EMPLOYED IN 1892 AND 1893.

STATISTICS FROM THE SICK AND ACCIDENT CLUB IN

CONNECTION WITH THE GLOBE WORKS.

All the persons employed (average 27,3) are membcrs of the
club, and besides receiving sick pay have also medical attendance.
The following are the ailments to which the men have been

subject during the six months ending 31st March, 1892, and
embracing the most crucial period of the year. Comparisons
ought therefore to be confined to tliis period.

It is to be regretted that data arc not to hand by which a
comparison could he made with this and other districts, as to
the proportion of the various forms of disease.

Ailments, aud 1~ icmber of JIen « t~’ec~te~l, Si.v .1J;Iont!ts ending
3 l st JIal’cJ¿, 1892.

MORTALITY AND NATURE OF DISEASE FOR FOUR YEARS
ENDING 31ST MARCH, 1892.

Fourteen men died during this period. Of tliis number one
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man was killed b3- a crane accident, and in tlie case of three
otliers no record exists as to the cause of death.

Diseases, and JBTwnbel’ of Deaths from each, !%otcr ~’ears

endiny .l.lfa1’ch, 1892.

Regarding this, D’Ir. Wylde the District Manager of the
United Alkali Company, remarks ; ~~ The (leatli-i-ate-I 2-8 per
1()00 per anuum-comhares very favourably with that of the
members of the Manchester Unit3· of Oddfellows~ which for
the five years ending 1891 is given at 13.«I. The Order of
Oddfellows may reasonably be said to inelucle all the trades
and occupations of British workmen, and it may therefore be
concluded that the conditions of health which affect the
chemical operative are not more unfavourable than those
which obtain generally throughout the different trades of the
country.&dquo; 

’ ’

In submitting the foregoing vital statistics it should be
understood that as the numbers are comparatively small, and
tlie period over which .they extend is very limited, any concln-
sions on mortality as affected by occupation or trade which may
be drawn from them must be received with reserve. As far as

they go, however, tlic3- bear out the general experience of those
best acquainted with chemical works that the health and

longevity of the operatives in them compare favourably with
those of the general population elsewhere. From tliis, excep-
tion must be, however, made of tliose working in contact witll
lead in any form, or with phosphorus, aud tllose continually
exposed to dust, though care and cleanliness on the part uf the
operative may do much to ward off tlle threatened danger.

It is very satisfactory to notice how much hvs been done by
the chemical manufacturers to promote the welfare of the men,
by providing them with reading and recreation rooms, and

by generally ministering to their comfort. Among these may
be mentioned recreation grounds il Oldbnry laid out by ~1essrs.
Albright and Wilson, and also by Messrs. Chance Bros. for
the use of their operatives, also a convalescent home in the
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neighbourhood, by ~Ir..~. 11. Chance. At St. Helens,
Lancashire also, Colonel Gamble, a leader in soda manufac-
ture, has done much for the benefit of tlle working people in
erecting a handsome volunteer hall and by assisting liberally in
the establishment of schools. At the same place the late l§Ir.
Kurtr erected baths for the people. :1 similar boon has been

provided for ividiies by Messrs. Gaskell, Deacon and Co. At
the works of the United Alkali Company, at IIebhurn-on-Tyne,
a complete literary institution has been provided for the benefit
of the workheople. The same may be said of several of the gas
works as at Leicester, Exeter, ~Cc.

HOURS OF LABOUR.

The work in chemical factories is always carried on day and
night without intermission. On Sundays tlle work, as far as

possible, is stopped, but the fires are kept in. The men usually
work alternate weeks on the day and on the night shifts, the
number of hours of the day-shift being ten, and of the night-
shift fourteen. On Sunday, those at the burners of the sul-

plluric acid department take the double shift of twenty-fours
hours once a fortnight.
As might have been expected, these very long hours have

produced unsatisfactory results, aud trial llas been made of the
three shift, or eight hours system. The United Alkali Com-

pany and Messrs. Brunner, Mond and Co., two firms which
together embrace nearly the whole of the soda manufacture of
the country, llave decidccl in favour of this system, and have
adopted it, as far as possible, with their workpenple. The result
has proved highly satisfactory. Messrs. I3runner, Mond and Co.
state that, taking for comparison a summer (luarter in 1859,
before the Introduction of the three-shift system, and a summer
quarter in 1893, after the Introduction; in the number
of those who received sick pay was 7-1 per cent. of the whole,
in 1893 it fell to 5’1 per ceut. ; being a reduction of 28-3 per
cent. In 1689, the number of men who were attended by the
doctor was 10-1 per cent., white in 1893 it fell to 5-1 per cent. ;
a reduction of nearly 50 per cent.

It should be noticed that those who received doctor’s
attendance were probably away from work one or two days.
Only those who are away from work for a week receive sick

pay. In addition to this the following particulars refer to the
holidays granted to the men for regular attendance at their
work. They show perhaps still more distinctly the benefit of
the eight llours shift. In 1888 those shift-men and day-men
who had not lost more than ten days In the year received
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holidays. In 1893 this allowance was reduced to shift-men to
five days.

These figures show in a striking manner the improvement
wrought by the eight liour system in the regularity of the men’s
attendance at their work, a condition of the greatest importance
in chemical factories, where the value of large quantities of
materials may be endangered by the absence of the appropriate
workman. Also I am informed that the quality of the work
done has been greatly improved under this system. One of the
masters told me that it was a pleasure to notice the bright
elastic step of the men coming to work now, in contrast to the
jaded step of past times. Also that under the old system
it was constantly necessary to stop men when coming into
their work because they were trunk, but now such a tiling
hardly ever occurs; no man liad been so stopped for many
months.
At the same time it should be stated that great difficulty has

arisen in introducing the eight-hour sllift in some branches of
the alkali manufacture. Mr. A. ::B1. Chance, writing me on the
subject, says :-&dquo; Theoretically I am entirely in favour of

eight-hour shifts in chemical works, but practically I do not see
how the system can be adopted universally, except as the result
of gradual and well considered changes.&dquo; In referring, how-
ever, to some new works lie is about to start, not alkali works,
lie savs : ~~ Thcse new works will start in a few weeks and I am

arranging to place them entirely on eight-hour shifts, as I can
readily do so in starting an entirely new concern.&dquo;
Taking now under review the facts I have cited, it appears

that tlle workers in chemical factories, though exposed to

sights, sounds, and smells tllat may alarlll tlle stranger, have
not more than their share of tlie toil and strain that must ever
accompany hou<st work. They doubtless greatly prefer it. to
the Irksome coiifiilemeiit of the city office or the shop counter,
and learn to take a wholesome pride in the productive character
of their labour. Much has been done under the Factories and
the Alkali Works Acts to shelter them from danger, and their
employers have in most cases shown themselves solicitous for
their welfare.
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From a photograph taken twenty years ago of the men and
boys employed at the Alkali Works of Messrs. Harrison, I3lair
& Co., at Iiearsley, in Lancashire, which was shown, they
appeared to be fair specimens of healthy working men, and
certainly do not support the allegation that the operatives in
Alkali Works are liable to an amount of wear greatly in excess
of that experienced in other occupations. Several of them were

evidently men of advanced age. I have lately learnt that some
of the men photographed are living still, and are employed at
the same works. One has lately died at the age of seventy,
having worked continuously at a salt furnace for forty years.
Two respirators used iu chemical factories were also exhibited.

The arsenic workers used a piece of sponge which seemed as
effective as anything else. ,

The PRESIDENT of the Section (Dr. T Stevenson) said they were
exceedingly obliged to Mr. Fletcher for his able paper, and he hoped
some of those interested in alkali workers would express their

opinion as to the tables.

Sir CHARLES CAMEROS (Dublin) said that owing to the lateness of
the hour, and the absence ot’ a large number of members on excur-
sions, the audience was not so large as the importance of the paper
demanded. He would first remark that there was a great defect in
the paper, 1B1r. Fletcher had not referred to his own valuable labours
in devising many processes for the mitigation of the nuisance which
appeared to be more or less inseparable from the great chemical
industries. He had not given the faintest reference to that subject,
and he ought to be severelv blamed. He understood that unfortu-

nately 1B1r. 1~ letchtr would soun retire from the position he had

occupied with such advantage to the public at large, and he would
add to the manufacturers, because he vc.ts bure that his suggestions,
made for preventing the exhalation ot’ gases and other matters from
manufactories, must in the long run tend to the benefit of manu-
facturers as well as of the general public. He was very much struck
with what Mr. h’letcher said regarding the indifference to danger
which the w-orkpeople in chemical factories exhibited after a time,
and to their great detriment. In Dublin he had had some experi-
ence in chemical works, more especially where artificial manures were
made, and as showing what Indifference to danger entailecl upon the
parties he might mention that he knew of two cases where death
resulted through persons entering too soon into what was called the
&dquo;den&dquo; in artificial manure works. Two men died under very painful
circumstances, and on each occasion lie was called upon to investigate
the cause of death, and clearly in the case of one and no doubt in
that of the other death was due to the action of silicon fluoride. It
entered the lungs and became deposited as silicic acid, and there was
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extensive clogging ot’ the smaller bronchial tubes. The whole system
was poisoned hv the fluoric acid. He had tried experiments with
the fluoride of silicon. It was an intensely poisonous substance, and
animals experimented upon, rapidly died on exposure to small quan-
tities of it. He had only one other remark, and that was with

regard to the vital statistics supplied to 1B11’..Fletcher. The infor-
mation he had given as regards the various industries must be of

great utility to those who studied the influence of occupation upon
health. Nothing was of greater importance at the present time in
regard to vital statistics than ascertaining the death-rate amongst
the various classes of persons, not merely workmen in the factories
referred to in the paper, but generallv every kind of industrizl and

professional occupation. Statistics were very much required to illus-
trate the real unhealthiness of particular occupations. He did not
think the statistics supplied to Mr. Fletcher could be very much
relied upon, because he noticed that the death-rate among the
workers in some of the factories allucled to was excessively low-
four per thousand. Such a death-rate was totally unlmown, or any-
thing like it, in any class of the population at any age. Their

average death-rate if engaged in the healthiest occupation would be
certainly two or three times greater than what they saw described
in the paper as four or five per thousand.

Mr. A. E. Fr.~TC~n~R : That is for a limited number of years.

Sir CIIAILLES CAMEROX (Dublin) criticised the statistics as to deaths
of the workmen, which he believed in most cases were greatly
understated, but did not blame Mr. Fletcher for their inaccuracy as
they were supplied to him. Thpy showed that the death-rate in

’Vigg Brothers’ place was only four per 11 il U ~. He would say that
such a deatli-rate as that was totally unknown at any age or among
any class ot’ people -in fact the only rate that ahhroached what was
likely to be the case watiild be Siilli;an’s- il >.1 per thousand. They
ought not to put forward any statement with regard to death-rates
except the data upon which the statement was founded were

considerable. That was the only criticism that was adverse to this
most admirable paper, and he was happy to say on a part of the
subject for which Mr. Fletcher was not responsible. I-Ie should like
to conclude by doing what had been pretty generally done after the
reading of the papers, that was to propose that the thanks of the
Section be given to Dlr. Fletcher. It was a regretable circumstance-
of course perhaps it was unavoidable&horbar;that the country should soon lose
the services of Mr. Flutcirer, for as they saw he was now in a better
position than in the whole course of his life to he of use. It was a
melancholy thing in the interests of the public to say that next June
he would cease 10 discharge the functions which he had carried out-
he said it with personal knowledge-with enormous advantage to the
public, and witli some advantages to the manufacturers themselves.
Mr. E. K. MUSPIiATT (Liverpool) said it was with the greatest

pleasure that he seconded the vote of thanks for the paper which was
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a valuable contribution upon an interesting subject. He might also
take.the opportunity to confirm what Sir Charles Cameron had said
as to the valuable services of Mr. 1~’letclter in generally introducing
improvement not only in chemical but in a large number of other
manufactures which come under his cognisance. In reply to some
remarks made by Sir Charles Cameron upon the question of statistics
he would like to remind him and the section that those figures were
only statistics upon a special subject, and of course they could not
compare the death-rate of 4 per thousand with the general death-

- rate of the country. But the figures were perfectly correct as far as
they went, and anyone who read the paper would clearly understand
why the death-rate was so low. The object of those statistics was to
furnish a reply to those who stated that workers in chemical works
were exposed under exceptional conditions to poisonous vapours
which were not conducive to their longevity. So far he thought
they were coiieltisive. It was perfectly certain that they could not
have such low figures as they had if the gases existing in well
conducted chemical works were reallv as injurious as they were
stated to be. In some conversation he had with Sir Charles Cameron

upon the death-rate, especially bearing upon the disputed question of
back to back houses, the latter ltad pointed out very properly that a
crucial observation had been rnade at Saltaire. Sir Charles said that
the figures were crucial, for they compared the population living
under similar conditions with another, one with a large number in
back to back houses, and the other in houses, not ot’ that style, where
there was free ingress of air; the figures bore out what might
naturally be expected-that where they had through ventilation

they had a lower death-rate. He freely admitted that when con-
sidering statistics the great point was to consider the death-rate
under equal or similar conditions. It was a most striking point in
all the figures they were able to gather for the purpose of laying
before the Royal Commission, that the artizans employed in chemical
works had a higher death-rate than men who were actually engaged
in the processes. The men engaged in the processes were more

exposed to the gases than the artizans, yet the death-rate among the
artizans was higher. That was a very striking result. Of course
these figures of the death-rate were not comparable with the figures
of the general rate given in the report of the Medical Officer of
Health because a very large number of deaths occurred amongst
intimts under five years of age, and, of course, that raised the

general death-rate. The figures given in Mr. Fletcher’s paper were
of men actually engaged in occupations, and he supposed their ages

4 i ranged from twenty to seventy-five years. What chemical manu-
facturers maintained was this, and the figures bore it oat, that in

properly-conducted chemical works the men were not killed off at

an early age. That they found these men, engaged for their whole
lives in chemical works, lived to a fair old age. The figures given
showed the death-rate at the various ages. He certainly was sur-
prised to find in the figures given by Mr. Chance a great number of
the men were between thirty-five and forty years, and the mean death-
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rate was given as three per thousand. As a matter of fact the

inures showed a large number of men to be of considerable age, and
proved that men engaged in chemical works did not die off early.

Sir CHARLES CAMERON : They live to an average age of 13O years.

.Mr. E. K. MusrRATT : I cannot say that, I did not speak of

averages, but what I do say is that, as far as n73- experience goes,
there are men actively engaged in chemical works who, unless there
is a special cause of death, live to a considerable age.

Sir CHARLES CAMERON : They never die from Cholera.

Mr. E. K. D~ltrst~>3,:~·r2 : That is another advantage. The statistics
from Messrs. Chance’s Works were borne out by those of a club
that he (Mr. 1Bluspratt’s firm) had at their Flint Chemical Works.
They had a large number of men on the club books living and
receiving at times sick pay. The amount charged was not high,
sixpence a week, yet the club nourishes and has a good balance at
its bankers.

The PRESIDENT of the Section (Dr. T. Stevenson ) said he could not
help expressing his regret on learning that 1B11’. Fletcher, whom he
had known for many years, was retiring from the public service.
His paper was certainly a very valuable one: and he only wished that
the statistics embraced a larger number of observations and were
more conclusive. He quite agreed with Sir Charles Cameron as to
the i1113sorv character of statistics draw from a small number of men.
White Mr. Muspratt was speaking, he looked up the number of men
employed at 1~’ig~; Brothers. They extended over ten years and the
rate was drawn from the deaths of twelve men during the period of
ten years. He agreed with Sir Charles that they could nor. draw any
conclusion from thaf number. He did not doubt the figures being
perfectly accurate, but they were illusory as to the real death-rate.
J n view of the opinion expressed by the general public in regard to
chemical manufactories, it was much to be desired that they should
have more ample and careful statistics, not only as to the death-rate
among chemical workers, but the rate of sickness and the average
number of days in a year that men were drawn from this work on
account of illness. Until they had these, sanitarians cuuld not draw
conclusions as to what was the actual euect of these chemical factories
upon the men. lle was glad to learn that not only the llw.nufac1urers
but those who had the supervision of the men were greatly impressed
with their healthy character.

1B1r. A. E. FLETCHER (’London), in reply, said the number of
men given as working at Wigg Brothers was :WOi, of whom 1 i per
cent. were process men. ’1’llat would give about 5U men engaged
in tlie chemical processes, and as regarded the death-rate of 4 per
1,000 the figures showed that in the ten years there had only been
one death among them.
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Sir CHARLES CA~EROX : May I ask whether if that man had not
died they would nut be immortal, and there would be no death-rate
at all *?

Mr. A. E. FLETCHER replied that of course there would then be
no death-rate for that ten years. He thanked them for the vote
of thanks, and would remember Sir Charles Cameron’s injunction.
His own health was a proof that chemical workers were not easily
killed off. He had been exposed some hours every day to the

vapours of chemical works, and he did not feel any the worse for it.

On &dquo; Cold ,Storage: Its efects npon our food supply,&dquo; by FRANK
TATE, Analytical and Consulting Chemist, Liverpool.

ONE of the chief articles in the dietary of our people is meat.
From Table B, given on page 738, it will be observed that meat
to the extent of very considerably over 2,000,000 of tons is con-
snmed annually in the United Kingdom. Of tliis quantity, it will
be seen that in 1892 about 67 per cent. is of home production, and
that the balance 33 per cent. or about one third is importecl into
the country, either as live animals for slaughter, dead meat from
various sources, or preserved meat (cooked, ~Cc.). That this
addition of some 7UO,UUO tons annually to our meat supply is of
vast importance to the masses of our people in providing them
with a source of food at a price more within their means than
formerly, no one can deny, but that tliis meat shall be put
before them in a form which is both wholesome and nourishing
is of still greater importance. How the productions of Aus-
tralasia and America were to be put upon the market in good
condition was a problem surrounded with innumerable clitliculties,

. which difficulties it has been the good fortune of the Engineer
chieflv, and to some extent of the Chemist, to overcome. As

regards the importation of live animals from the United States
the magnlneent cattle boats, with their rapid and regular
passages, of which we in Liverpool are perhaps too proud, have

, made this not only possible, but a very frequently occurring fact.
- 

Of the total consumption of all kinds of meats in the United
Kingdom, we see that about 84 per cent. arrives as live animals
for slaughter. But the vast quantities of dead meat imported,
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require preservation in transport and on arrival, and cold storage
llas been the means adopted for the purpose.
The question of the most efficient system for the production

of artificial cold has been the object of many and varied

experiments, but it is only possible for ]lie in a paper such us

this, to very shortly refer to these. Speaking generally the
production of artificial cold on a large scale, has, after many
trials, rcsolvecl itself into the adoption of one of four principal
methods. These have been conveniently classified as :

1st. Machinery by which a gas is compressed, and partially
cooled by suitable media whilst under compression, and further
cooled by expansion in the performance of mechanical work as
in the cold air machines of Bell-Culeman, Haslam, Hall, Siebe,
and Lightfoot.

2nd. Machinery for the abstraction of heat by the evaporation
in vacuo of more or less volatile liquid, as in the Ether machines
of Harrison, Siddeley, West, and others.

3rd. Machinery for the expansion and compression of conden-
sable gases as in the Sulphur dioxide machine of Pictct, the
Ammonia machines of Linde and others, and the Carbonic

Anhydride system of Windhausen and others.
4th. Machinery for the evaporation, compression and expan-

sion of gases and their absorption bv aqueous solution, such as
in the Carre system and its modifications.
Of these various methods those at present in use for the

production of cold storage, are chiefly the Linde Ammonia
Machine, the Cold Dry Air Compressurs, such as those of Bell-
Coteman, Haslam ..and others, and tlle machines in which
carbonic dioxide is used. The machines consist essentially of a
powerful compressor pump which compresses the expanded
vapours in one set of pipes, the compressed and licluified vapours
being allowed to expand iu another coil of pipes, which are

surrounded on the outside bv a solution which is to act as the
vehicle for the carriage of the cold, obtained by the expansion
of the liquid and vapour, to those places where it is needed.
This is only a very rough description, but expresses ~ellerallj’
and shortly the principle of these machines. Tlle medium or
vehicle used for the carriage of tlle cold, so to speak, to points
distant from the machine. is a solution which remains liquid at
a temperature considerably below the freezing point of water.
A solution of salt or more generally of chloride of calciuln is the
one commonly resorted to. This will remain liquid at a

temperature of about 5 degrees below zero Fahr. Tllis solution,
termed the brine is circulated in contact with tlie refrigerating
pipes before mentioned, in which, by the expansion of the
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condensed vapours, much lieat is absorbed and cold produced,
and t.he brine thus cooled is distributed by means of pipes
through the various spaces in which cooling is desired. Any
moisture in the air of the rooms is condensed upon the pipes,
and the stratum of cold air sinks, and is replaced by a warmer
stratum, and in this way the circulation and gradual cooling
of the air of the space is attained.
A more recent method is the Liii(16 patent. In this system

the cooled brine is caused to circulate in a shallow trough. in
which a number of shafts geared together revolve. Fixeci on
the shafts are wrought iron discs which as they revolve become
partly ilnmersecl in the brine. The discs on emerging from the
brine take up a thin film of brine over their surfaces, and over
these surfaces air is caused to rapidly circulate by means of a
fan. The air cooled by contact with the film of brine upon the
surfaces of the discs is led through snitably constructed trunks
into the chambers of the cold stores, whcnce it is again drawn
ly- tlle same fan. In this way all moisture and atmospheric
impurities are removed from the chambers of the stores, and
washed out as it were, by the brine in which the discs revolve.
This system is in use by the Liverpool Cold Storage Company,
Limited, and other installations.
Having thus very briefly sketched the methods used for pro-

dacing and distributing cold, I will shortly describe the Cold
Storage in Liverpool, ~1r. 11I. C. Bannister, consulting engineer,
and cngineer to the Liverpool Cold Storage Company, having
kindly provided me with a description of these stores, which
amongst others, he Ilas designed.
The building, as it now stands, comprises a basement,

ground floor, first and second floors. The basement contains
an ice tank room, two compressor rooms, an engine room, and
boiler, chimney, and shaft house. The whole of the principal
machinery is contained in the basement, under a firepruof floor.
The first, second and third floors are supported on cast iron
columns and rolled steel beams. The ground floor is constructed
of rolled iron joists, spaced 4 feet apart, filled in with 5 inches
of concrete, over which is a layer of 2? inches of pitch, and over
the pitch 9 inches by 3 illclles timber joists spaced 12 inches

apart witll two thicknesses of It inch flooring boards on top
securely fastened to the joists, the spaces between the juists
being tilled in with fine Paisley charcoal, the first and second
floors being constructed of two thicknesses of pine tongued and
grooved boards. The outside walls of the insulation are con-
structed of 10 inches by 3 ilclles prilcilrils witll 1 inch tongued
and grooved boarding inside and out, and the spaces between
being filled in with best Paisley charcoal.
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&dquo; The stores are arranged in sets on each floor, each with its
own cooler or refrigerator.

&dquo; The chambers are entered from a corridor opening into a
passage along the front of the building over the covered cart-
way where the goods are received and delivered by means of
five hydraulic lifts, each capable of lifting 15 cwts. at a speed of
240 feet per minute, to the highest or any flour in the building.

&dquo; As many as t),0~J~J sheep have been taken into the stores off
carts, besides some thousands going out of the stores during ten
working hours, and with only twenty men to stow and take out
tile goods.

‘c As before stated, each floor has a refrigerator outside the
store, and only communicating by nleans of woodcu trunks

aloy one side of the stores and overhead. A Blacknan pl&dquo;O-
heller draws the air from the stores through timber trunks at
adjustahle openings, and passes it over a cooler composed of a
series of iron discs, which, revolving in a tank of cold brine, are
continually presenting fresh surfaces. The air in its passage is
cooled by contact, impurities being deposited on the surfaces
and so into the brine, which is periodically strengthened. The
air then passes back to the store iu a pure dry state, cooled
to the temperature of the brine in the tank, and very dry,
so that tlle dew point temperature is always far below that
of the air in the stores, so that all moisture is rapidly taken
up, removed to the brine tank, and there deposited. Usually
1),( It)O to 10,0()0 cubic feet of air is circulated per minute

through a storage capacity of 5<>,<100 cubic feet, the entire

.atmosphere being changed, dried, an(1 cooled every five minutes
or so. The inlet. and outlet air ducts are so arranged that
there is always a difference of pressure between the air in the
’stores and the outside atmosphere, the consequence being that
the doors of the stores can be left open during working hours
with no great loss of cold, the refrigerator surfaces being
.always enclosed in a well-Insulated chamber, and are always
well protected from the outside air. Again, by opening the
inlet door of the fan chamber on the refrigerator to the atmos-
hhc~re for fivc minutes, the whole of the chambers are recharged
with pure air without. affecting the temperature of tlle stores to
.an appreciable extent, or in any way damaging the roads-a
most important point where delicately-flavoured goods have to
be preserved, and where a slight smell or moisture would cause
.a loss of hundreds of pounds to tlle owners were it allowecl to
remain in the stores.&dquo;

Cold stores, sucll as I have described, in their general lwin-
.cihles may be taken as a type of cold storage both afloat and
.ashore. That these stores have to be kept at a variety of
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temperatures suitable to the goods stored therein is apparent.
Some articles of food require for their preservation ternhera-
tures considerably below the freezing point of water, whilst
others simply need a temperature which does not amount to
freezing, but simply chilling, as in the case of beef.

Meat is not the only food for which cold storage is available,
game, fish, cllecse, biiiter, fruit, ~Cc., are all preservable by such
means, and considerable quantities of fruit, game, and other
produce have been Imported in a satisfactory condition nut orlly
from America but Australasia.

It may be asked how about qualitv? I cannot do better than
answer in the words of the report of the Committee, apl)ointed
by the Government to consider the question of meat marking.

&dquo;The Committee desire to draw special attention to the 
.

possible effect which any system of marking may have on prices.
It is impossible to foretell precisely what may be the result of
legislation irl this direction, but so far as your Committee are
.able to judge, any course which would affix to meat an unmis-
takable mark of its place of origin would, temporarily at least,
produce some variation in price, and some dislocation in the
trade. At first it is probable that those butchers who liave
hitherto supplied customers very largely with imported meat
would find it necessary to restrict their purchases for a time to
hone-grown animals, with a corresponding diminution of their
own profits. But most of the witnesses agree that as the

Imported meat became better known, so would it increase in

popularity. While the Committee believe that it will be

Impossible to place before the consumer meat equal in quality
to the best that can he grown in these islands, and that conse-
quently such meat will continue to command the top price, they
think that there is a large quantity of meat produced in Great
I3ritairl of less good quality which is inferior to tlle beef
imported from America, and even to the mutton imported from
New Zealand.&dquo;

&dquo; The ultimate result, therefore, might be that meat would
come to be divided into four general classes, with considerable
variation of price.&dquo;

&dquo; I’ir;t, the best home-grown meat; secondly, the best imported
meat ; thirdly, the second class home-grown meat; and lastly,
the inferiur meat, both home-grown and imported. Whereas
the third class now stands in point of price ahead of the second,
tlle indication uf the country of origin might transpose their
value in the market.

&dquo; It was very generally asserted before the Committee that
the average excellence of Imported meat was higher than that
of home-grown meat.
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&dquo; The Committee think that considerations such as these ought
not to be lost sight of by those who are advocating this principle
(marking foreign meat) in the interest of the producers of meat
in these islan<11.&dquo;

It appears to me that the utility of cold stores in any con-
siderable centre of population is so great that a time will come
when a suitable cold storage will be looked upon as a municipal
necessity, and no large market for the sale of food will be
considered complete without its cold stores. Not onlv is the
establishment of such a very distinct advantage to the popu-
lation of the town itself but also to that of the surrounding
districts. It is useful not only for the purpose of preserving a
food supply, but as a source of cheap and good ice.
As a specimen of the cargoes imported into this country

with the aid of refrigeration, that of tlle &dquo; Perthsllire &dquo; from
Australia and New Zealand to London in the early hart of this
year is worth noting. Tlle cargo consisted of 7(),OOO carcases
of sheep, 9,000 haunches, H,OOO legs, about 550 tons of frozen
beef, 750 cases of butter, 150 bags of bullocks’ hearts, l50 bags
of ox-tails and kidneys, and 7 cases of oysters. This however
was not a fall cargo, tlle ship could have accommodated 12,000
more carcasses of sheep.
The &dquo;Butesllii,e&dquo; arrived in London in June last with a

cargo of not fewer than JO,U11U frozen sheep, besides 750 t.ons of
general cargo. Three other vessels of a similar capacity arc -

now on the stocks being constructed for tlle same fleet. 
’

Tlle Question of cold stores as a necessary precaution for
the accumulation of a food supply in case of siege or war

is one that has I)ewi deeply considered by the Governments
of France and Germany, and I am informed that our own
War Office is considering the matter. Quite recently the

question lias been before the Austrian Government, and

experiments have been made which have proved, so it is said,
most favourable to cold storage. I need hardly add that if we

~ro &dquo;‘’~rest&dquo; we sliall find cold storage a well tried institution.
In conclusion, I trust that in bringing this subject before the

Congress, I shall not be accused of want of patriotism. Time

was, and that not long ago, if indeed it is already past, when
the mention of &dquo; Yankee beef &dquo; or ~~ fT0%ell iiiuttoii called
forth expressions of contempt and indignation, and possibly
some of the earlier efforts in ilnportation were open to criticism.
Even the poorer classes to whom meat was a very occasional

lnxury, with true British pride and prejudice, approached a

Foreign meat shop by stealth and preferred a very doubtful
quality as long as they could say that it was &dquo;English.&dquo; As an
instance of the effect of prejudice, the following good tale of
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Major Staepole’s* is worth repeating:&horbar;&dquo; I might perhaps, by
way of illustration, just mention a case that came under my
own observation the year before last at a militia camp. It

appears that the mess-president was a great believer in the
nutritive qualities of refrigerated beef, and ordered it largely
for the uflicers’ mess during the previous training. Some of
the officers were against it, and when they assembled again
they requested the mess-president not to order any more of
that refrigerated beef. ’ ‘ ~Yell,’ he said, (-rive it another trial,
just another trial.’ They dined that night, and said it was

ulloubtedly good beef, but it had not the flavour of home
killed meat. Next night they all declared that, there was

nothing to beat Herefordshire ()x. The mess-president there-
upon informed them that what they had just eaten was re-
frigerated beef, and on the previous night it was Herefordsliire
Ox. I can vouch for the absolute trntli of that.&dquo;

Pnblic opinion has very much changed during the past
fifteen years, and wc fin([ that whereas in 187’a’-4-.5 the
qnantities of Imported dead meats of all kinds eonsumed per
head of population was 12v lbs., it was Increased to 17’4 lbs.
in ltiS 2-~-~, and to 29’H lbs. in 1891-2. One firm of importers
has to-day about I)D() shops for the sale of American chilled beef
and frozen mutton, and there are at least 2,OOO to 3,000 shops
almost exclusively engaged in selling Imported meat in the
United Kingdom. Instead of looking upulll Imported whole-
some food with suspicion, and as an invasion to be resistecl, I
hope I have said enough to show that in foreign supplies and
cold storage we I3ritisliers have true allies, and that lie is not
the patriot wlio, with insular prejudice, preserves special interests,
but rather lie who welcomes the coming of any process wliich
helps to enrich the dietary of our population with sound food,
and thus promotes the &dquo; Health of the People.’’

. TABLE A.

* ~linutt3s of Evidence Enquiry ie Meat )[arking (p. 5~). Major Stacpole,
of the Army Service Curps, in answer to question No. 948. 

-
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Sir THOMAS CRAWFORD (London) said that though very nuniliar
with the use of frozen meat, lle had not before heard oi’ the admirable
manner in which it was dealt with on its journev to this country.
In London they had been, as was generally believed, supplied with
the thoroughly sound home-produced arti<»I<>, but eventually they
found that the butchers were in the habit of getting the &dquo; home-

~rown ~, &dquo; from some of the firins who imported foreign fruzen meat.

He had himself been in the habit of using this meat in his own.

family, and could speak with the greatest confidence of its quality
and with satisfaction at the prospect ot’ having such an addition to
the meat supply of this country. They were largely dependent on
imported food. and it was ot’ the grl-’att&dquo;st interest to them to know
the manner in wliich that food was preserved, and to bu well-advised
as to its character and Die treatment it received. For that reason
lie wislied to thank illr. Tate for being good enough to give them so
valuable a paper.
The PRESIDENT of’ the Section (Dr. ’1‘. Stevenson) desired to offer

the thanks ot’ the meeting to 1B11’. Tate fur his interesting paper. It
was oi’ especial interest to him because a few years ago he belonged
to a well-knowll club in London where they prided themselves on
their &dquo; haunches of mutton.&dquo; He followed tip the matter and found
that the meat came from a shop where it was known as 

&dquo; Nv,v
Zealand four-year old.&dquo;

:1B1r. TATE (Liverpool), in reply, suggested that all present should
read through the Minutes of Evidence of the Committee of the
House of Lords, which inquired iiito the question of the marking of
foreign meat. They would 11 lid there more information about food
than they had in his paper.

&dquo; The .i1 tnaos~7acre o f I -iuc~?~ool,&dquo; 11.1/ T. LEWIR BAILEY, Ph.D.,
and CHARLES A. KOIIN, PI~.D., I3.Sc.

’ 

ABSTRACT.

THE investigator of the air of towns, especially in its relation
to both animal and vegetable life, is essentially concerned with
the examination of the impurities present in the atmosphere as
apart from what may be considered as the normal constituents
of air&horbar;oxygen, nitrogen, carbonic add gas, and moisture.
These impurities arise essentially from the combustion of fuel,
and consists of sulphurous and sulphuric acids and particles of
carbonaceous matter suspended iu the air. Il addition there
are moulds, germs and liquid organic products of the nature
of which very little is knuwn. The work (tone in Liverpool,
which is only the beginning of a wider series of experiments,
has consisted chiefly in tlie determination of the total sulphur
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present as sulphurous and sulphuric acids, and a few determina-
tions of tll organic matter. These determinations have been
conducted at two stations, one almost outside the city (University
College), and tlie other in n, more densely populated neighbour-
hood and near the river Afersev (Vawllall Road). The method

employed was similar to that used by Dr. G. II. Bailey, who
has carried out a long series of experiments on the impurities
present iu the air of Manchester, except that the meter em-
ployed for aspirating the large volnnle of air required for each
determination was driven by an electric motor instead of by a
weight attached to a cord running over a pulley. Tllis alter-
tion has several advantages, rendering the apparatus practically
automatic. The following are some of the results obtained,
expressed as milligrammes of sulphur dioxide per 100 cubic feet
of air.

TABLE I.

Com?~a~~i..on ot’ the mnou~cts of so;! in Ail. ill clear and in
foggy weatlLe1’.

In Manchester 12-0 milligrammes 80_, j>ei 100 cubic feet
were found during a thick fog iu Dccetnbcr, tii(i ?1-0 during a
very tliick fog. 

0 -71 °

At the Vawhall Road Station tlm following average amounts
of sulphur dioxide were found from February to .June.

TABLE If.
STATION&horbar; !~’~7<~ Ruad.

The observations were made between November and June,
1893-4. They are to be regarded only as preliminary results,
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and it is proposed to establish five stations in all for the com-

pletion of the work. Meanwhile the results point to the
marked purity of Liverpool air as compared with that of
Manchester or of London, as well as to the greater proportion
of sulphurous and sulphuric acids present in the more densely
populated parts of the city.

~To~· CjY,.vC?lsS2U)t on this paper see pccge 749.]

‘‘ l~’ote.~ ogi Ti~uw ~Smo7,~c,’’ l~,y IIL~ I;~I~T L. TEUUY, F.I.C.

IMPOSSIBLE though it ix not to admire the zeal with winch
sanitarians in many of our large towns have thrown tliemselves
into the task of abating the smoke nuisance, it is at the same
time difficult for the technical chemist or engineer to treat with
seriousness every one of the various schemes which have been
put before the public to effect the end in question. Some of
these schemes have been advocated by those who were familiar
with the chemistry of combustion, others, alas l I>I those who
were not; and in both cases the dry bones of discarded pro-
cesses have constantly been rehabilitated with such effect that
the casual reader, not conversant with the bibliography uf the
subject, lias been apt to imagine that the latest patentee who
appears on the scene has really overcome all difficulties. The
following notes, for lvllicll no great originality is claimed, may
possibly aid somewhat iu dispelling the haze which, in accord-
ance with the fitness of things, surrounds the subject in the
minds of many.

Coal may be generally stated to consist of one-third volatile
matter and two-thirds fixed carbon, and tlle Immediate result
of adding fresh fuel to a llot fire is to distil off the volatile
matter in the form of hydro-carbons, of which olefiant gas and
marsh gas may he tal;en as representative. Now it altogether
depends on how far the conditions are favourable for complete
combustion as to how much of this gas escapes up the chimney
unburnt as grey smoke, or how much is burnt to carbonic acid
and water. Fuels require a certain amount of air for their
combustion, but tlie theoretical quantity required by coal has
to be doubled in practice to counteract the effect of the pro-
ducts of combustion on the fire. About o()0 cubic feet of air
would therefore be required per hound of coal, lmt the difficulty
is to distribute this air just as it is wanted. The combustion
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equations of marsh gas ami coke show that double the quantity
of air is required for the former as for the latter, and it is
because our fireplaces amI furnaces hnve no means for regiilating
the air supply to the requirements of the fuel, that we have so
much trouble with smoke. The example of a colliery explosion of
fire-damp* shows us that the hydro-carbou can he burnt llllclc’1’
suitahle conditions without the production of free carbon.

These conditions are :
( 1 ) The proper amount of air.
(2) Due admixture of this air with the combustible gases.
(;1) A sumcienth’ high temperature.
The prevention of smoke postulates these conditions, hut, as

we shall see, it is difficult to obtain them.
In the case of the household grate there is frequently a

deficiency of air entering below, and a large excess clrawl in
over the top of the fire by tlle chimney-draught. This latter
causes rapid cooling of the hvdro-carbon vapours as they are
e’ olved from the coal, aud reduces them below the temperature
of conibustiou ; it also, by cooling the flames, causes deposition
of soot. In the builer fire, on the other hand, tlie conditions
arc different, and it. is possible by careful firiu~; to regulate the
air supply to some extent. Moreover, the smoke is given off

just after tiring, or when &dquo; breaking up,&dquo; and not over a long
period of time as in the house fire. With regard to the tem-
perature requisite, it is known that hydrogen combines with
oxygen to form water at about ()OO’&dquo; F., while carbon requires a
temperature of a1)U° F. before it burns to carbonic acid. Now
til separation of free carbon or soot may be explained as due
to one of two causes, which may tend to reduce the gases to a

temperature which is sufficient to burn tlie hydrogen, but not
the carbon. These causes may be a large excess of cold air

entering the fire, or the sudden addition of a large quantity of
fresh fuel. The volatilization process is an extremely cn<>liiig
one, and results in the sensible heat of the fire becoming latent
to a large extent. A separation of carbon from the llyclro-
carbon may also be brought about by a deficiency of air, as the
hydrogen has the greatest, affinity for the oxygen, but it is
difficult to Imagine this as likely to occur at all uftcu.
To more than glance at what lias been done in the way of

providing smoke -coiisuiiiiilg appliances would entail greater
prolixity than the present occasion allows. The published
results of the Smoke Prevention Committee of St. Louis,
U.~.A.,t are of considerable illtcrest. as combating many pet
~ 

* C I.1_~ + ’’(Oz) + 8 (BTZ) = cO2 + 2(1I~()) + 8 (:~ ~l. _

t Proc. Inst. l;iv, Eng., löU:2-90. 
’ 

.
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motions of engi!1l’l’rs. From them we learn that a smokeless

chimney represents a loss of efficiency of 1:3 per (’ent. compared
with a moderate evolution of smoke. I cannot stay longer
over this report, hut it should not escape the notice of those
interested. I aln not aware that the inflnential association that
was formed some three years ago in this country to Investigate
the merits or otherwise of smoke-preventing appliances has isiiic<I
a final report, hut a branch committee at Glasgow has doue so,
and among tlle recommendations are (a) the better education
of nremen and (b) the more general use of mechanical stokers
for dirty coal. To mv mind thnse inventors who have aimed at

suppliiiig llot air at the nre-bridge, or at burning the separate
carbon by passage through incandescent Dre-brick, are most

likely to achieve permanent success. Differences of opinion
exist among steam-users as to the merits of this or that appli-
ance, but the fact is, that boiler settings vary a good deal, and
an appliance that will work well on a modern boiler with good
draught will probably fail in a ease where the flues are loug,
narrow, and half full of water. The more extended use of
modern high-pressure boilers is all on the side of the smoke
reformers.

lt is frequently urged that a smokeless chimney is an Indica- .

tion that the poisouous gas, carbonic oxide, is being evolved.
Now I confess to :1 feeling of scepticism as to this being at all

generally true. That the gas is never produced by a fire I do
not assert, but it is rarelv the case, and it would be clifllcult to
account for its presence in the average chimney where air is
always In excess. Angus slnit,ll,*~ lnoreover, points out that lie
only found carbonic oxide in black smoke, and this statement,
taken In conjunction with recent published analyses, should, I
think, warn us from attaching too much prominence to the
assertion that carbonic oxide is a necessary concomitant in the
case of a smokeless chimney.

I shall now refer to some remarks made by Dr. Oldtield
when discussing a former paper of iiiiiie.t He suggested that
as the Alkali Acts had proved of great service in preventing
injury to the country by mineral acids, similar legislation ’ ·

was only needed to do away with the smoke nuisance. Now
with all humility I venture to submit that from a chemical

point of view the identity of relations demanded by an analogy
is in this case conspicuously absent. There is little in common
between tlle constituents of black smoke and hydrochloric acid
gas. The latter is readily suluble in a stream of water, and

. it Anll. llep. :llkali Acts, 15~7.
, -t Trans. San. lust., 18U2. · ’
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call be removed from air by simple washing. In thc case of
smoke, nitration of some sort would he necessary, and this,
although it has been done in more than one case, is found
difficult to carry out in practice. Dr. Odneld also inclinl’s to
the opinion-and lie is by no means alone-that a general
recovery of tar and ammonia from the coal we burn would be
a desir:~hle thing to bring about. Now lnv ohjl’ctions to any such
scheme are, firstly, ia the case of tar, that in the ordinary grate
or boiler firc llo tal’ of the benzine series-which alone is of
value for colour making- is produced.
This point has been Insisted on by )[1’. (T. E. Davis and

others who have shown that the tar produced belongs to the
paraffin series of compounds. But supposing this difficulty to
be overcome, we have to consider what market there would be
for the benzine recovered from this source. Already the large
recovery of this body from closed coke ovens and frlin coal gas
in Germany has resulted in a great reduction of prices. 11 paper
hy Dr. 1)1’l’B-flls~ shows that I)eiizo], which was quoted at 4s. Kd.
per gallon ’in 1891, had fallen in l~~~c’~ to 2s. To-day it Is

quoted at 1 s. pei gallon, which, if figures mean anything,
surely indicates that the supply already exceeds the demand.
I mention this especially because the carbonization of coal in
closed ovens, with the ubject of supplying gas and coke for
house fuel, is advocated on the pll’a that considerable profits
must result from the sale of by-products. Tu turn now to
the ammonia, if we take the nitrogen in coal as averaging 1 ~~111) r, I- 10 o

this would represent about 200 Ibs. ammonium sulphate per ton
of coal. In practice however, under the most favourable eondi-
tions, it is found difficult to recover more than one-tenth of this
quantity. The fact is that if coal is properly burnt in a curreilt
of air, the nitrogen is evolved in the free condition and not as
ammonia at all, and it is only where steam is introduced, as in the
Young and Beilby sllale retort, that any quantity of ammonia
is obtained. That the supply of ammonia yet exceeds the

. demand or en’n satisfies it I do not wish to imply, but I am not
at all sanguine as to the supply being augmented from fire-

places as built at the present time. 
. Dr. Oldneld suggested further that it was advisable to fix :L

limit at which black smoke is to be considered harmful. and
then to legislate accordingly. He cites the case, uf chimney
sweeps and colliers as showing tlle danger to health, resulting
from tlle presence of carbon in tllc respiratory organs. I have
no particular knowledge of chimney sweeps, but with regard tu
colliers I have more than a suspicion that this statement

* JOllru. Soc. Chew, I&dquo;Ll., 1892.
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involves the fallacy of post Iaoc ago p1’opte1’ hoc, because the
probability is that the damage is due to the coal dust consisting
of angular particles, the chemical composition of which is a

matter of small moment. I do not. say that the presence of

amorphous carbon as found in black smoke and soot can be at
all beneficial but I think we want further evidence as to its
inimical action on the lungs. To return, however, to the

question of a fixed standard for black smoke, I think that ann
such enactment would be unsatisfactory unless it was clearly
laid down that manufacturers would be under the Inspection of
qualified men as in the call’ of the successful Alkali Act. Each
district should be treated on its own merits. An amount of
smoke which would strike terror into the mind of an inhabitants
of tll Isle of BVight, would be taken as a matter of course in
the Potteries, and there would be no advantage in making both
(districts amenable to one standard. The qualined Inspector who
appears in my visions of the future will have nn(ler his con-
si,leration the question as to whether black smoke is necessary
or superfluous in any particular case, and he will then instruct
the local authority to administer the law as laid down W - them
Public Health ActB lK7.1. Draconian legislation such as that
proposed, would serve to harden tlie hearts of the offenders,
whereas it should be our purpose to secure their eo-operation.
The advocate of a Fabian policy in these days meets with but
scant sympathy, but the country may wake up some day to the
fact that such a bulky statute book as that which is now in

progress of formation, Is not altogether an unmixed blessing.
The remarks made by Dr. Black in the discussion under

notice, where lie referred to the remissness of urban authorities
ill certain towns were very much to the point. It is a matter of
common notoriety that in some towns, and where the law is

rigidly enforced against. lllill owners, the alnunllt of smoke
emitted Ly warehouses, hotels, etc., is a decided nuisance. The
heating’ arrangements in such buildings are often badly designed
and under tlie management of incompetent hands. Again, the
tendency to save tlle expense of a sw-ecp by firing tlle soot in
tllc chimney is looked upon with much more leniency iu some
towns than should lm the case.

With regard to the smoke question generally in our large
towns, there does not seem much likelihood of the two alter-
native schemes which aim at doing away with the use of
bituminous coal being adopted to any extent in the near future
at. all events. These alternatives you know, of course, to be
(1) gas, (z) anthracite. The arguments for and against these
proposals have been before tlie public for some tiule, and thc
exigences of space will not permit of my recapitulating them,
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but anyone who has studied the matter must own, I think, that
the adverse opinions which have been expressed have a good
deal of foundation in fact. I myself think that the solution of
the question lies rather in the direction of improved fireplaces,
ill which to go on burning bituminous cl)al, than ill the radical
change suggested. The boiler question is not such a verv

dimodt one, bllt to evolve a perfectly satisfactory household
grate from the combination of the various improvements, winch
have heen so far effected will vet require, I think we must :1,11
admit, the inventive faculty In its supremacy, if not in its

highest perfection. To cry out for an improved household grate
mav seem at first sight somewhat like straining after the pro-
verbial gnat, but tile fact is figures recently obtained by 1)r. (:T. II.
Bailey which show conclusively that in one large manufacturing
town at all events the greater portion of the smoke nuisance
arises from the household chimneys. It would, of course, be
hazardous to !’cllC’1’:lll%(.’ from one set of observations, as similar
conditions are hardly likely to occur iu any two towns, but the
figures obtained by the observer quoted sllould receive due
recognition. To overcome the conservatism of the domestic
servant is known to be a matter of no slight difficulty, and this
is an adverse factor to be reckoned with in the case of the

improved grate of the future, which will probably require a
certain amount of attention. In the case of boiler firemen,
however, the outlook is more promising, as the bill recently
introduced into Parliament seeking power to grant certificate
to qualified men should serve to raise tlle standard of firemen

generally. Although, no doubt, serious opposition will be
encountered, I fail to see how anything but good can come of
the bill, provided it does not. seek to make stoking a 11 close
profession.&dquo;

In conclusion, I would express the opinion that, although no
such startling antithesis as the total prevention of all smoke is
to be expected in a manufacturing couutry like ours, yet as
soon as defaulters are assured of a means, they will strive to
attain the end so earnestly desired by sanitarians generally.

[Tki8 cli,scicaio~a applie8 to ~cz~er~ ly Dr. ’r. L. B.ULEY, Dr.
C. A. KoH~, and 8ir. 11. L. TERRY.]

The PRESIDENT of the Section (Dr. T. Stevenson) said he need
hardly point out to them the importance of detecting and estimating
he impurities produced in the air of towns by smoke and other
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abnormal constituents of the atmosphere. It was plain t.hat in
order to assess the value and benefit to be derived from these precise
determinations the experiments should be perf’ormed in different parts
of a city, and it was also very desirable that those of many towns
and cities should be collated and compared. That had not been done

yet. The whole work was at present volultarv. The work was

being done voluntarily at 3Ianchester, Li;wrpooi, and London, and
this winter a very small beginning would be made in Leeds. ~oml’-

thing was done at Glasgow a few years ago. Nowhere else had there
been systematic experiments with the precise appliances that were
now available, but he hoped that would no longer be the case.

Mr. A. E. FLETCHER (London) said hu was very glad to add his
mced of thanks to the readers of th papers. In reference to sanitary
advance the subjects wre the most, interesting that could be brought.
before them. He himself at St-. Helens and Widnes had used vessels
to arrest all acid matters in the air, so that he could compare the
relative amount and say whether the acid predominating was sul-

phuric or hydrochloric. He was ablo from time to time to say what
were the proportions of’ the two acids. Such figures were given in
one of the earlier reports under the Alkali Act, by which a comparison
)night be drawn between the more chlorons atmosphere of St.
Helens, atld that of Manchester which was more sulphurous. Other
methods had been adopted, but the one brought before them was a
more accurate and refined system. He hoped the word smoke pre-
vention would always be used and not smoke combustion. It was
absurd to talk about burning smoke, it should be prevented by an
efficient air supply. It was not only the waste ot’ fuel ill the smoke
that they had to deplore-in fact under certain conditions there might
he no practical waste of fuel&horbar;hut the injury to tll air, not from
carbonic oxide, but from the dirt, it brought and the obscuring of the
sunlight. HI’ thought these two itetns were very large. He himself
was supposed to have a certain control over noxious gases, and each
day people poured into hilu complaints as to smoke nuisances. That
week he had two separate complaints ; one of them from 1,%,ilisford
was accoll1 panied by two photographs. The occupant of a house said
that new works were started near there, and asked if he could do

anything to save them froul the dreadful smoke in which thev were
involved. The two photographs sent certainly spoke volumes for the
truth of the complaint. It was sad to hear complaints and to know
the cure was within their grasp. If suiticimlt care and trouble were
used they could stop the smoke from boiler fires. According to law,
smoke from boilers was prohibited, but the law was in the hands of
local people and not. put in force. Inspectors appointed by tlle Local
Government Board would be independent of local influence. Their

duty would be to enforce the regulations, but they could also point
out the practical means for the prevention of black smoke to those
whose ignorance was not wilful. They would have a busv time to
begin with. llrhile the Act was pending, one-third of the fires would
be put in order ; the next six months one-third more would be put
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right. lIe dared say the least one-third would take a good deal of con-
trivance, but it would be done, and everybody would afterwards rejoice.
He was going to be superannuated, but he hoped that somebody vise
would take up the matter. It required a young man with plenty
of energy and resource, and it must he a case of slw/’ita in modo,
,forti.tor in re. I-Ie hruprrsed ;t rotl-’ of thanks to the authors of the

papers.

Dr. BAILEY (Liverpool) said the real point ofemeiency was gained
when smoke was prevented. He did not know 1111BB&dquo; far the c,~peri-
ments of Scheurer Iiestner would go in t he direction uf completely
abolishing smoke.

The PRESIDENT of the Section (Dr. T. Stevenson) said the impor-
tance of the subject could not be over-estimated. They heard a great
deal about bacilli and zymotic disease, but lie ventured to sav that
the unhealthiness and d~seomf()rt produced by funl air were as great
and as important, if not as vital, as those produced by the numerous
bacilli now being discovered.

Dr. C. A. Konx ( Liverhool) replied. Ile said this was only the
begirll1in~ of their v-ork, and they had brought it up because they
thought it would hc interesting to the Sanitary Congress. They only
hoped that the next time the Congress came to Liverpool they would
he able to show more results, and trace some relation, if any was to be
traced, between mortality- and sickness and the dimatological effects
of smoke. 

°

lB1J., H. L. TERRY O£anche~t-pr), in reply, said that if he judged
:rriglt Mr. I&dquo;letcht>r fell in with his suggestion, that it would be well
if inspection under the Public Health llct was carried out by inde-
pendent men, who would report to and advise the local authority. It
was easy- to see how abuses could arise when a Board, whose members
were engaged in industry, alyointecl the inspeetor for the district.

Occ &dquo; The Application of the t~’inrult~c~ceon., JIdllOd of’ ol~..eneimp
Chimneys in Bolton and Ol~Icum,&dquo; by ~IERBI~,NT FLETCtiEI:. ’

AT tlie Congress held by The Sanitary Institute at Bolton in
1887, a resolution was adopted in tliis Section ‘’Tliat the Council
be requested to institute an examination into the best methods
of consuming smoke, and to issue the results of their enquiries.&dquo;
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Two years later &dquo;The National Committee for testing smoke
preventing appliances,&dquo; was formed in Manchester. 

In observing and timing the emissions of smoke from the
boiler furnaces under test, a method was followed, which was
found to be capable of application to many chimneys simul-

taneouslv, and to constitute a good smoke test on a large scale.
Its novelty and usefulness may make it interesting to the
Congress. 

° ~ 
.

The exhibited record of an lmur’s obsen’ations-made by air
observer and Ilis assistant&horbar;shows a page of foolscap, with a,

line for each two minutes, and .1 column for each chimney.
The figures lO, i, 1 refer to the photographs of three shades of
smoke, and show with winch of them thl’ observer judged the
emission of smoke to best correspond at the minute corre-

sponding with the line on which the figures stands. The (lots

signify ~ clear.&dquo; In order to express the whole of each cllilnlley’s
smoke 1)y a single ngure, values are assigned to the Nus. 2 and
1 shades of one-onartcr and one-sixteenth respectively. These

photographs were selected as standards, as appearing to bear
this relationship to each other. The final figures expresses tlle
character of the chimney in terms of BTo. 3.
The photographs probably correspond with the terms : I)ense

or Thick, Medium or Moderate, and Faint or Light, of frequent
use, but the use of these terms is to be deprecated, as there is an
Impression in many places, that smoke must be cleese to be illegal;
w hereas the word ill the Public Health Act is &dquo; Black,&dquo; and it
would not. be denied, that soot&horbar;of which all shades of smoke
consist-will blacken anything It fna«li<>;, The gases ill winch
it floats are colourless and invisible and are never alluded to as
smoke.
Some chimneys emit much of No. 2 and little of No. 3, and

1,ice l’erStl, and unless a time standard of each kind were fixed by
t.he authority, tlle prosecution of BTo..’-3, or thick smoke only,
would unfairly encourage an appliance, which might send as
much soot into thc air, as the one complained of, but in more
continuous, although thinner, streams.
The figures 1, 4, 111 had their origin in the fixing by the

Bolton Corporation of ::2~ minutes per half hour uf &dquo; dense,&dquo; or
10 minutes of medium, as the temporary allowance intended
to remain in fOl’cl>-as stated on the instructions issued to the

inspectors, and circulated among the steam users-until the
nuisaucc hacl been abated to that extent throughout the town.

Thirty chimneys may be observed at ullce-a round taking
30 seconds, when there is no hesitation on the part of the
observer, who calls the number, and no obstruction of view.

Fifteen chimneys may be as easily observed every half minute,
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or seven every quarter, as thirty every minute, but the result
will be the same, the parts of a minute In excess of the
numher recorded balancin!2: the deficiencies in the multitude of
observations. 

’

The Lancashire County Council, during August last, ad-
dressed a circular to the Local Authorities of the County
calling attention to the report of the County Medical Officer
on their neglect to enforce the smoke provisions of the Public
Health Act, and this step the Council were recommended by
tile Public Health Committee to take, as an act of courtesv
preceding a complaint to the Local Government Board under
Sec. 1 !)~, with a view to obtaining the appointment by the
Local Government Board of a commissioner empowered to

perform the duty of tlie defaulting authorities ill the matter of
smoke nuisance, and at the expense of ~11cI1 authorities, a9
provided for by tlle section. If this would lead to action, this
wholesale system of taking observations should be useful to all
concerned. 

Photography might bc employed in confirmation of these
observations, a circle of chimneys being observed every minute
by several kodaks, or parts of such circle, or a group by one
kodak. Photography was employed by Dr. Patterson in llis

prosecutions for smoke in Oldham, of winch he instituted more
than i50; by Mrs. Hopwoodat 3Ii<1<11<>t<>ii and He3~wclc>cl, by Dr.
March in Hucllcldale, and by ~I1&dquo;. Biughani and the Smoke
Abatement Committee in 911t>fliel<I. The complaint to the
Local Government Board by tll County Council was the

suggestion of Dr. Pattersou, and was moved by him at his last
attendance before his death In the present summer.
No man ever devoted better directed efforts to the cause

of air purification than the gallant doctor. Not allowed by his
Local Board in ltis capacity as Medical Officer of Health to

move she law-he fought as a private intli;14ual.
His method was perhaps more gallant than that of the writer,

and lie seems to have given less offence. The writer Ilas
aimed at moving the local authorities tu action, and has

depended for a backing, on public opinion, which lie lias sought
tu infurm and stimulate. The Doctor’s method was qiuicker,
but the writer’s may 1)c more permanently effective.

It is sometimes supposed, that photographs can be manipu-
lated to incrcaac thu degrees of darkness at pleasure, and are
tltercfore not good evidence; but it was shown ill court, ill Dr.
Patterson’s cases, that the longer the exposure the faintur

appeared tlie smoke, it being on the move. It is not necessary
that the smoke should appear black in the photograph: it
should be compared with the sllacle of tlie chimney and of other
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objects-they all pale with distallee-hut the t,nlr~me of a cloud
of smolcc is manifest from afar and constitutes good evidence,
however pale both it and the chimney may be, for equally pate
at a distance means equally dark when near. 

’

By the use during the summer of 1894 for nine days of the
described system of observing a number of chimneys at the same
time, once every minute, throughout the whole day, it has been
possible to record the duration and density of the emissions of
smoke from :H5 of the larger chimneys.
Of these 215, after deducting those which were not ayailablc

for purposes of comparison, there remained 95 in I3olton and o5
in 0!dham. In these two towns during the last six or seven years,
the provisions of the Public Health Act against the nuisance
Section I>1-lia;<> been more strenuously enforced 1).&dquo; public
and private prosecutions than in any others in thc country, and
they are able now to show a greater number and a greater
variety of appliances for its prevention, than are to 1)e found
ill other towns.
The observations were made unknown to tllc firms or tlic~ir

firemen, with nine exceptions. Of these nine, seven were

warned, and two found out, that they were under observation.
Their figures appear among the larger in t.lle list, being It.1,
v:l;, 19, 14, 13 :1, 15, 11, 1>. ~ They were all hand-nrcd. It was
at the time Intended to repeat the observations after warning
all, in order to ascertain the effect of pains-taking, but twice
the attempt was foiled by mist or rain, and it has not been
done. 

’

After all. it is more important to know the usual conditions,
titan what a stimulant can make them.
To judge of the merits of appliances a knowledge of the rate

uf consumption and of the draught are essential, and also their
independence of constant attention, but from the averages
obtained, a fairly correct Idea may be formed of the degree to
which the smoke nuisance mav be reduced by well-tried
means. 

° °

The observations show that the manufacturing smoke ll11i-
since in these two towns arises from an average emission-when
expressed in terms of No. 3 or thick smoke-of tell minutes In
each of the ten working hours of the working day. Uf these
ten minutes only six are&dquo; thick,&dquo; three are &dquo;medium,&dquo; and one
ia ~~ f:lint,&dquo; but the &dquo;medium&dquo; :llal ~~ faillt &dquo; <lre here expressed
in terms of &dquo; thick,&dquo; and tlleir numbers three and one represent
twelt,c an(l .5i.rteeii Illillutes of their respective sliades.

Machines,
Cokers.

At 73 chimneys, nearly one-lialf the number,
machines for stoking were found to be in use.

Of these there were 23 where tlic boilers had
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machines of the kind known as &dquo; cokl’rs,&dquo; 19 having those
which use an igniting brick arch with downward ignition, and
4 having those which use no arch with upward ignition.
The average smoke was respectively, with arch 1’7 minutes,

the rate of nring being 1 !)~ tons, and without arch ;1’!) minutes,
the rate being also 19~ tons. The worst example of the
., cokers &dquo; made ~’5 minutes-a recent installation-with two
7~-feet boilers, burning 2n tons each per week of 60 hours
with a poor draught. The best cotton-miH-exampIe of the
&dquo; colcers &dquo; made 0.<I minutes as the average of four whoh’

days’ observation, with three S-feet boilers, burning 24 tons
each, and a good draught; but a corn mill running day and
night with one boiler 7~ feet, burning 3~ tons In 125 hours,
made only 0’2.

Machines,
Sprinklers.

At 34 chimneys the boilers had’’sprinklers,’’
those at 14 having self-cleaning, and those at :!O

having stationary bars ; average smoke-with

self-cleaning bars 9’5 minutes, the rate of firing being 22 tons
-an!1 with stationary bars H’5 minutes, the rate being 1i)
tons.
The worst example of the &dquo;sprinklers&dquo; made 24’G minutes

with four boilers, 7~ feet diameter, 7;) tons, and medium draught.
The best &dquo;sprinkling&dquo; example made 1’4 minutes, with one
7j-feet boiler and good draught, burning 22 tons a week of

superior, or nut, slack (so clean that the fires had not to be
cleaned out during the whole day’s observation); tixed bars, not
self-cleaning in both these cases.
At 15 chimneys the boilers were variously fire«, more than

one system being in use.

Hand-firing,
Doors ajar.

The ahhliancus for preventing smoke in hand-

firing vary tlie admission of air according to thc
admission of fuel ; whereas machines, by making

the Introduction of fuel continuous, require nothing to vary the
constant and uniform draught of a chimney. The most suc-
ecssful of these appeared to he the firelneu themselves, whose
only resource, in the nine instances observed, was to leave the
fire-doors ajar for two or three minutes after firing.

In these nine instances, with good draught, and an average
rate of firing of 15t tous per 7-feet boiler il fiO hours, the smoke
averaged 4-3 minutes. The extremes of bad and good were
-&dquo; bad &dquo;-ö’3 minutes with two boilers, a rate of 12? tons
and a good draught; and-‘‘ good&dquo; -3’3 minutes witll three
boilers, a rate of 18 tons and also a good draught. Whether
the difference would be accounted for by the difference in the
time the doors were left ajar, was not investigated.
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Hand-firing
with

Appliances.

. 

Iu 35 instanccs air was found to be admitted by
auphances attached to ordinary hand-fired boilers,
14 admitting the air at the front of the fire, 10 at
the back, and 14 nt. both front. and back. Their

respective averages were 1’~, 9, and 7. and the average of the 38
was 9. The worst example among the mills-a colliery being
worse still-was in those of front admission, namely, by steam-
jets above the nrc&horbar;27’7 minutes with four boilers 8 feet diameter,
84 tons-rate 18-;in« good draught. I11 the best example air
was let in at front and back by self-acting air-grids in the tire-
doors and 1,,&dquo; hottow lrus--~~,1 minutes with two boilers 7 feet,
40 tons-rate 20-an(1 good draught. In this case the horse-

power developed per ton-burnt-per-week was only 8’5, whereas
in the former case it was 14’5 (according to information given),
pointing to some cause of great loss ill boilers or engines.
Hand-firing

without
Methods or
Appliances.

In only ~1 cases (2J pCI’ rent. c~f tllc whole

number) was simple hand-tiring practised without
any appliances or special methods for preventing
smoke. Their average of smoke was 15v minutes,

the rate of firing lwing 16 tons per week of <!0 hours per 7-feet
boiler. The worst showed i18.x minutes, with four 71 and two
8~-feet boilers, I>ai,iiiiig lo5 tons, or at the rate of 24 tons per
7-feet boiler ; the two Xi-icet boilers having .v fair, and the four
a poor, draught. The best showed only ~’9, with three 7-feet
boilers, 33 tons-rate 1 1-an« a goud draught.
Draught.

The power developed, as measured by the rate
of consumption and evaporation, depends chicny

on the draught of air through the bars of tll furnaces, and
these developments of power cannot be compared with one
another, where the draughts differ. The water gauge, or bent

glass ttlbe with water, applied to the base of the chimney is a
good indication. but the proper place for the end of the iron
tube connected with the gauge is the furnace Hue midway-
of. and above, the fire. For ordinary Lancashire boilers, where
the draught is not materially impeded by tubes or dust, the
back end of this flue is the usual and proper place.

It will be seen from the foregoing that the suppression of
smoke ill boiler fires is being reduced from an average of 15’3
for 4~~ instances of ordinary hand-nring without appliances or
special methods, to an average of 1’7 for H) instances, and it
may be inferred, that if tlle same care is taken as in the best

. example this average may be still further reduced to (>-I>. The
Information is being collected, and the tests of evaporation Ilave
IJecll made, in order to show if tllis reduction involves a sacrifice
of either pow er or economy.
A table of results of the observations classifying the appli-
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ances, and giving particulars of the work done, with names of
firms owning the chimneys and of the makers of the appliances,
will form part of the report of the National Committee for
Testing Smoke Preventing .Appliances-Secretary, ~1r. Fred.
Scott, 3;~, Urazennosc Street, ~1anchester.

1h. II. L. Tmwr (llanchester) said it seemed to him that this
application of photography must prove of considerable ;;due as

evidence in smoke prosecutions, as the prints would serve tu

corroborate the bart’ statements of the inspeetol’. The &dquo; personal
equation&dquo; was an important element in such observations, and it
was desirable to eliminate it as far as possible.

ltr. Hl~Itl3~ItT FIJETCHER (Bolton) said, only as .L means for check-
ing observations. 1£ the observation was disputed the photograph
would be a corroboration. It would be desirable to have some

mechanical means for supporting observations. Such a use of

photography should be of great interest to any local authorities who
took lip the smoke nuisance question.

31r. KNOX (Liverpool) sa.id the difficultB- appeared to be the
disputing of the truthfulness of the inspector in his observations.

~Ir. HERBERT FIaeTclllm (.l3ulton) said most people would think
that. photographs could be;t establish the evidence of the inspector.
In three cases heard at Rnchdale last week the Solicitor for the
defence objected tu photographs as not being of a nature that could
be refuted it’ required, and nothing could be done with them in the

way of cross-examination ; also that if photographs were admitted
they should be the work of a person whose ability, correctness, and
impartiality- could be relied upon. Well, he (illr. Fletcher) thought
that nothing could be more impartial than a photograph. The

negative should be produced in court by the person who took it.
Sometimes cases seemed to be dismissed on negative evidence-
people coming forward to say they had lived in the neighbourhood
and had experienced no nuisance. lie believed 1 lu· most advanced
town in the country in the application of both law and machinery in
the suppression of the nuisance was Bolton.

~lr. Kxox (Liverpool) said that in some courts the whole point
turned on the word &dquo; dense.&dquo; 

.

Mr. HERUEKT :FLETCI&OElig;lt (Bolton) said it was sometimes supposed
that only &dquo; dense 

&dquo; smoke was illegal, whereas all smoke was &dquo; black,&dquo;
and the Public Health Act did not say anything about dense.&dquo; In
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some places they had to educate the Bench. Some magistrates
would not admit that smoke was a nuisance. The way was to go on .

prosecuting without caring for «<f<.at, Frequent dismissals of cases
brought before the magistrates by the authorities specially entrusted
by law with the duty of suppressing nuisances would produce a
scandal and an outcry, which would not be disregarded by the most
unsympathetic bench, nor does the same bench sit continuously, An

authority that is really in earnest, and which represents public
opinion, will have no cause for complaint after the first few dis-
missals by a Bench uncertain as to which way the wind blows.

The PRESIDENT of the Section (Dr. T. Steyenson) said that if it
was true the safest and best way to get anything done was to agitate,
then he thought that Mr. Fletcher had commenced to purify the
smoky atmosphere of Lancashire, and they would be ready to accord
him thanks for his interesting details. The principle which seemed
to be established by Mr. Fletcber was, that where anybody persistently
made a nuisance, the inspector should be a greater nuisance to him.
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